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Key findings

• Having actionable maritime domain awareness (MDA) enables South African decision makers to determine 
how best to deploy maritime security capabilities if a threat at sea (or on maritime-related infrastructure), a 
crime being committed or a situation with a high level of risk if left alone are identified. 

• South Africa’s maritime surveillance capability and maritime security vulnerabilities swiftly become high-profile 
public issues, especially regarding the prevention of illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing.

• The challenge of funding to achieve the Defence Review milestones has further implications for MDA given 
its prominence in the second milestone. While elements of the second milestone are being achieved, 
further enhancement and consolidation of MDA technology and the fusion of acquired data is contingent on 
sustained funding. 

• The successful establishment of the Oceans and Coastal Information Management System (OCIMS), 
especially regarding its Integrated Vessel Tracking tool, significantly enhances South Africa’s MDA. With this, 
greater awareness of activity at sea allows for the efficient deployment of limited assets such as South African 
Navy or Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries vessels to investigate or intercept suspicious 
vessels. This complements existing systems such as the Vessel Monitoring System and VistaNet.

• While OCIMS will provide information and decision support to key stakeholders for the day-to-day 
management of South Africa’s oceans and coasts, the establishment of a National Maritime Information 
Centre, as envisioned in the Djibouti Code of Conduct and its Jeddah Amendment, could be beneficial. 

• Capability gaps in South African maritime surveillance and patrolling are acknowledged in the 2015 Defence 
Review. Coordinated enforcement operations have increased, but Department of Defence vessels could 
lose some of their main capabilities in 2023 due to inadequate funding. This would affect South Africa’s MDA 
capability and possibly restrict its operability to coastguard functions. 

• Enhanced information sharing with neighbouring states under Regional Economic Communities and 
African Union frameworks will lead to greater maritime security, reducing maritime transport and investment 
costs, and optimal development projects. This contributes to the implementation of South Africa’s National 
Development Plan 2030.
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Recommendations

•  A cross-governmental National Maritime Security Strategy should be created and implemented to achieve 
greater coordination of maritime security assets and integrate information sharing and decision making into 
an approach that includes all of government. 

• The South African government must ensure that the requirement of enhanced MDA is an integral part of the 
National Maritime Security Strategy and its action plan. Traditionally information sharing and inter-agency 
cooperation in decision making has been complicated, and remains an issue. 

• The government must ensure that the requirement of enhanced MDA is an integral part of the revised 
Southern African Development Community Maritime Security Strategy and determine the contribution that its 
capacity-building policies at the national level can support the implementation of a SADC plan of action. 

• South Africa should encourage SADC to respond to maritime security issues through the SADC Standing 
Maritime Committee and the Organ on Politics, Defence and Security, and the AU through the Peace and 
Security Council, to complement its efforts on the UN Security Council.

• The South African government should also consider signing the Jeddah Amendment to the Djibouti Code   
of Conduct.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Introduction

South Africa is a maritime nation whose economy and security are derived from the safe, unhindered and free 
passage of shipping. Its dependency on seaborne imports and exports for almost all its trade has led many to 
describe it as an ‘island economy’.1 

South Africa occupies a unique geostrategic location astride one of the world’s key shipping routes. The extent 
of South Africa’s maritime zones also places the enormous scale of the country’s maritime domain awareness 
(MDA) task in context. Shipping movements are extensive through these substantial areas. 

South Africa possesses the third longest coastline of any African state. The important offshore territories of the 
Prince Edward and Marion islands also grant it economic rights, under the law of the sea, over huge areas of 
three oceans – the Atlantic, Indian and Southern. South Africa has important search and rescue responsibilities 
throughout its zones and beyond. 

The resultant South African Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) is one of the largest in the world. It covers 
approximately 1.5 million km2, which makes it greater in size than its land territory. 

South Africa’s government has declared numerous offshore Marine Protected Areas throughout the EEZ. Extra 
surveillance and law enforcement are needed over these areas to ensure they’re successfully protected from 
vessels carrying out illegal fishing.2 

MDA is an important enabler for South Africa’s security and for the protection of its waters and maritime 
interests beyond its EEZ. Greater numbers of ships, larger protected areas at sea requiring protection, 
increasing maritime insecurity and a growing reliance on shipping means that states such as South Africa must 
prioritise and improve maritime security.3 

South Africa thus has a need for a greater strategic and coordinated approach to delivering more effective 
maritime surveillance, leading to better maritime domain awareness and enhanced maritime security through 
optimal use of its capabilities. 

Objective of report

The project output is a detailed and appropriate baseline report that describes and assesses South Africa’s 
MDA capability. This includes an overview of the strategies, projects and systems being developed and 
integrated by the South African government to support the achievement of its oceans economy development 
and maritime security objectives. It lists the key stakeholders, service providers and sources who have been 
consulted in developing the analysis. 

While producing this report, it became apparent that a complete and detailed analysis of South Africa’s MDA 
is limited by the restricted and confidential nature of some of the information, intelligence-gathering tools and 
systems involved. Other information is liable to change. 

Many relevant documents, such as the SADC Maritime Security Strategy (2011) and the South African National 
Security Strategy (2013) are not in the public domain. 

South Africa is also currently drafting a National Maritime Security Strategy which is expected to be 
completed in 2020. The Integrated Border Management Strategy (2017) is also not publicly available, but is 
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expected to both speak to the challenges that need addressing and the priorities in South Africa’s 
maritime domain.4 

The aim of the report was to obtain evidence that provides a reasonable basis for the findings and 
recommendations to aid evidence-based policy-making. An additional aim of this report is that it illuminates 
future research questions and topics for investigation for beneficiaries to identify a greater understanding of 
how South Africa’s MDA can be further and collaboratively developed. 

The ISS drew from various data sources to determine what resources South Africa currently dedicates to 
attaining MDA capabilities, and to identify areas for support from international partners such as the UK.5 

First, data came from responses to questionnaires submitted to the ISS by identified stakeholders. Second, 
from plans, presentations and reports provided by South African government stakeholders and officials, and 
relevant strategies and research studies. 

Third, through a series of round table discussions in response to the questions set by the ISS. These were 
co-organised with key South African government officials, which brought together the ISS, government 
departments and the British High Commission in Pretoria. Fourth, through field visits to national MDA centres 
and demonstrations of MDA system capabilities. 

Structure of report

The first chapter introduces the report and provides the background, objectives and structure. The second sets 
out some of the basic concepts concerning MDA and establishes the framework for the analysis. This section 
explores the concept of MDA to show how it helps stakeholders achieve greater maritime security and clarifies 
what is at stake in the maritime domain. 

The third chapter presents the background against which South African efforts to develop MDA must be 
viewed. It outlines key national policy and strategic frameworks facilitating the development and attainment of 
MDA, thus providing greater coherence to South Africa’s maritime and ocean governance. It then summarises 
some of the major issues South Africa faces in securing its maritime domain, to illustrate both the scale of the 
task and the extent of the challenges. 

The fourth chapter examines the roles and responsibilities of major South African stakeholders and summarises 
their efforts to build a sovereign, comprehensive and integrated MDA architecture. Where appropriate, we have 
grouped together related departments and actors to produce a single, coherent narrative that addresses the 
topics of the report. 

This is followed in the fifth chapter by an overview of South Africa’s involvement in international MDA 
frameworks, as well as its options for benefiting from additional agreements for information sharing, capacity 
building and coordinated enforcement. The sixth chapter concludes the report and provides recommendations 
for policymakers. 

Finally, an Annex describes the methodology used in the production of the report. 
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Chapter 2: Defining MDA

In order to proceed it is first necessary to understand how this report approaches the concepts of MDA, the 
maritime domain and maritime security and how they feature in South African policy.

Definitions of MDA

MDA can best be understood as both a process and an outcome. MDA involves the integration or fusing 
of data and information acquired by, or relevant to the functioning of, numerous stakeholders involved 
in patrolling, monitoring or studying the oceans into a single platform that can be securely accessed by 
multiple stakeholders. 

States are often challenged to be equipped to monitor their maritime domains to fulfil their international 
obligations, or in pursuing their national interests. The purpose of this process is to assist in law enforcement, 
security and defence operations at sea, with an outcome of greater maritime security through the optimal 
use of naval and maritime security assets and capabilities. Another factor that influences the creation of MDA 
concerns the need to reduce duplication of efforts and operational costs. 

Greater MDA has become a significant goal for both states and non-state actors wanting to deter, prevent and 
manage threats and challenges in the maritime domain. These threats and challenges are increasingly civilian 
in nature and impact, rather than focusing on the more traditional military threat posed by the naval actions and 
policies of rival states. 

This is particularly acute for a state like South Africa, which depends heavily on seaborne trade, and given the 
large numbers of unmonitored vessels traversing its legal maritime zones at any given time. 

The concept of MDA rose to prominence in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks on the United States on 11 
September 2001, after which it developed a national plan to achieve maritime domain awareness which was 
completed in 2005.6 The US defined MDA as ‘the effective understanding of anything associated with the global 
maritime domain that could impact the security, safety, economy or environment of the United States’.7

An inability to monitor, track and gather or provide intelligence on the huge numbers of ships at sea led to fears 
of terrorist attacks originating from a vessel sailing into a harbour, or attacks on ships and infrastructure at sea 
such as oil platforms. It was also feared that useful data being gathered about vessels of interest might not be 
shared in time or at all. This was later illustrated by the seaborne terrorist attacks that took place in Mumbai, 
India, in 2008.8 

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) then defined MDA as the ‘effective understanding of any activity 
associated with the maritime environment that could impact upon the security, safety, economy or environment’.9 
The IMO’s definition thus draws on that of the US to make it globally applicable. 

However it soon becomes apparent that the desired outcome, as well as the processes involved in acquiring 
MDA, are largely unachievable for most countries who cannot match US naval and maritime security capabilities.

MDA is conceptualised as being primarily preventive in purpose, as it provides the ability to ‘identify the 
normal so that the abnormal can be more easily spotted’.10 MDA is therefore pursued in a context where risks 
need to be continuously identified and decision makers alerted to suspicious vessels or activities that could 
threaten security. 
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For instance, South Africa monitors for ships slowing down in its Marine Protected Areas. Continued study 
will determine which vessels are acting suspiciously, whether they’ve done so before, which areas are at risk 
of being illegally fished and the protection of which should be prioritised given a history of vessels favouring a 
particular area.11 

The feasibility of coastal and ocean surveillance has improved in the past decade as numerous improving 
technologies and sources are used to attain the necessary information to produce a common 
operational picture.

An inability to tackle maritime crimes, either through enhanced law enforcement or collaborative capacity 
building, affects the ability of vulnerable countries to create the preconditions necessary for sustainable 
development. In most African countries the departments or agencies responsible for safeguarding naval or 
maritime interests are often relatively small and receive fewer resources than actors responsible for managing 
activities and responding to events on land.12 

It is increasingly recognised that maritime insecurity can directly threaten the survival and human 
security of marginalised coastal communities by robbing them of the resources and opportunities for 
sustainable development.13 

Maritime crimes such as illegal fishing, drug trafficking and piracy are increasingly interlinked, as they are often 
committed by organised criminal groups engaging in multiple criminal activities.14 This is forcing governments to 
refocus their attempts to construct the means to meet the challenges of their maritime domains. 

Maritime criminal networks also possess a flexibility to shift and diversify their modus operandi that defies 
simple and national solutions. The loss of income for communities and states, if combined with the effects 
of corruption that often facilitate these crimes, can prevent the functioning of effective maritime security 
institutions and judicial processes, and their consolidation. 

This was noted by the South African Defence Review 2015, which warned that ‘the continued and increased 
illegal exploitation of South Africa’s natural maritime resources will lead to increased crime and instability’.15

The conceptual framework for assessment also draws on eminent UK maritime researcher Professor Geoffrey 
Till’s observation that MDA ‘only turns into a distinct advantage when there are sufficient assets to take 
advantage of it’.16 What this means for this analytical framework is that a baseline assessment must also 
assess the capabilities of a state, such as South Africa, and the vessels and aircraft that it can deploy.17 MDA 
is therefore having the means of good surveillance over the maritime domain to spot the abnormal, generating 
actionable intelligence through fusion and analysis and its prompt sharing with responsible actors.

This was alluded to in the 2015 South African Defence Review, which understood that South African ‘maritime 
capability must be able to provide an enduring presence in South Africa’s areas of maritime interest’.18 

The existence of sufficient trust and confidence between the actors who use and operate the systems – at the 
intra- and inter-state levels – is also a crucial component of MDA. As Till also suggests, ‘the huge advantages 
of a common operational picture between participating units calls for a culture of information sharing between 
government agencies and foreign partners’.19 

An ideal common operational picture would be real-time, reliable, all-weather, capable of tracking multiple 
targets of various sizes and wide-ranging, and possessing extensive information or intelligence on targets and 
with well-managed historical data for analysing patterns and previous behaviour. 

This means that acquiring MDA cannot be accomplished through simply constructing infrastructure and 
networks at the national level, as inter-agency and multilateral cooperation is expected to provide the 
required data. 

This requires trust and sharing frameworks, and sufficient assets for intercepting and responding. Targeted 
responses reduce duplication and unnecessary expenditure, enabling the efficient use of limited resources. 
This increases deterrence, leading to the sustainable development of ocean resources while ensuring adequate 
maritime governance and maritime security.
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This is acknowledged in South Africa’s 2017 Comprehensive Maritime Transport Policy, which rationalises the 
need to share information and coordinate responses, given ‘no one country, department, or agency holds all of 
the authorities and capabilities to have effective MDA on its own’.20 

South Africa’s definitions of the maritime domain and MDA

For these purposes, South Africa defines the maritime domain as encompassing ‘all areas and things of, 
on, under, relating to, adjacent to, or bordering on a sea, ocean, or other navigable waterway, including all 
maritime-related activities, infrastructure, people, cargo, and vessels and other conveyances’.21 

The 2015 Defence Review is South Africa’s national policy on defence and defines MDA as ‘the effective 
understanding of anything associated with the maritime domain that could impact the security, safety, 
economy, or environment of South Africa or its forces’. This definition is derived from the US definition and is 
adapted to the South African context. 

Prior to this the South African Navy Doctrine, published in 2006, refers infrequently to situational awareness 
regarding the maritime domain. MDA should be understood as a ‘new name to describe an old idea: situational 
awareness, or what can be observed at sea, an important operational prerequisite for navies and other 
maritime security forces’.22 

In remarks delivered to the 19th International Seapower Symposium in 2009, then South African Navy Chief 
for Maritime Strategy, Rear Admiral Bernhard Teuteberg, conveyed this understanding of MDA as ‘generating 
actionable intelligence, which is the cornerstone of success for maritime law enforcement operations’.23

The most recent definition of MDA is located in the 2017 Comprehensive Maritime Transport Policy. The policy 
employs a more functional definition, stating that MDA is the ‘comprehensive fusion of data from every source/
agency (and nation) to improve knowledge of the maritime domain’. 

At present surveillance, information gathering, knowledge management systems and capacity are dispersed 
between different platforms and actors, as a result of the sectoral approach taken by the South African 
government to managing and protecting its maritime domain.24 

The Comprehensive Maritime Transport Policy recognises that the challenge of MDA is best overcome 
‘by combining separate pieces of information from agencies at the national, provincial and local level with 
information from the maritime industry and other non-Governmental organisations, [which makes] it … possible 
to keep track of the status of every ocean-bound and sea-bound ship’. 

The Comprehensive Maritime Transport Policy further outlines some of the major concepts, policy statements 
and outcomes desired for, among others, surveillance, inter-departmental coordination and search and rescue. 
Traditionally information sharing and inter-agency cooperation in decision making has been complicated, and 
remains an issue.25 

The policy partially elaborates on how this greater inter-departmental coordination and the integration or 
fusion of MDA-relevant data into real-time and actionable intelligence can be accomplished. It highlights the 
problem of a lack of inter-agency coordination and provides a common vision for South African maritime 
shipping and transport.26 

Notably, it suggests the establishment of ‘a multi-agency maritime domain security monitoring and enforcement 
mechanism to coordinate the sharing of information and response to security incidents’.27 

Securing South Africa’s maritime domain

South Africa is one of many African states, such as Kenya, Ghana and Nigeria, that are developing 
sophisticated MDA capability and architecture, providing them with improved ability to monitor and track 
shipping in both their own waters and those of neighbouring countries too. 

South Africa’s ability to focus on civil maritime security threats, rather than face naval or military threats, can 
be partly attributed to the highly visible and successful foreign policy role played by the South African Navy. It’s 
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2006 doctrine foregrounded its analysis with the observation that ‘most of the tasks that the SA Navy conducts 
are within the Diplomatic and Policing roles’.28 

An emphasis on civilian maritime security and that South Africa doesn’t face a conventional military threat can 
be traced back to the observations of the 1998 Defence Review, which were later reaffirmed in the SA Navy 
doctrine from 2006.29 

A draft South African National Security Strategy was developed in 2007, but it wasn’t approved by Cabinet. 
Another National Security Strategy was approved by Cabinet in 2013, but is classified and cannot be 
effectively consulted.30 

It is thus unclear how either National Security Strategy defined or articulated the importance of maritime 
security to South Africa’s national interests and how they would be achieved or protected. In 2019 South 
Africa’s maritime security authorities, coordinated by the Department of Transport, began drafting the first 
National Maritime Security Strategy. It’s envisaged completion date is not presently known.

The 2015 Defence Review suggested that ‘the most significant threat in the maritime domain remains the illegal 
movement of people and goods’.31 The Defence Review was also candid in its assessment of South African 
naval capability, as it expressed serious concerns that it could no longer make vessels combat-ready. It also 
suggested that the absence of dedicated static and airborne maritime sensors resulted in virtually no MDA 
around South Africa and that intelligence-driven operations were severely restricted.32 

The Defence Review identifies numerous primarily transnational and civil maritime security threats that 
undermine South Africa’s ability, and that of its neighbours, to ensure maritime security while also maximising 
the full economic and developmental potential of their maritime resources. These threats include:

• Piracy33

• The smuggling of weapons, contraband, people and goods 

• Threats to maritime trade and resources, including fisheries, seabed minerals and energy resources

Additional mentions of maritime threats facing South African were noted by the South African Maritime 
Safety Authority (SAMSA), which defined maritime security as ‘concerned with the prevention of damage 
and disturbance to the South African and global maritime supply chain network, trade security, elimination 
of sabotage in the sea environment, acts of piracy, illegal exploitation of South African sea based resources, 
vessel security, etc’.34 The Defence Review further argues that ‘the most significant threat in the maritime 
domain remains the illegal movement of people and goods’.35 

This was further acknowledged in the 2011 South African foreign policy white paper, which observed that 
‘South Africa regularly interacts with the major maritime powers in the Indian Ocean’. This means that South 
Africa frequently hosts or participates in bilateral and multilateral exercises with the navies of strategic partners, 
which provides opportunities to enhance both MDA and interoperability.36 Examples include:

• IBSAMAR (sixth iteration held in South Africa, 1 to 15 October 2018) with participants from India, Brazil 
and South Africa 

• ATLASUR (11th iteration held in South Africa, 31 August to 21 September 2018) with participants from 
South Africa, Brazil and Uruguay. Argentina and Chile also participated in some of the previous iterations

• Oxide (fifth iteration held/hosted by France in La Réunion, 24 November to 9 December 2017) 

• Exercise Good Hope (seventh iteration held in Germany, 26 February to 10 March 2017)

• Mosi (the first joint naval exercise involving China, Russia and South Africa, 25 to 30 November 2019)

• South Africa hosted the planning session for the United States-organised Exercise Cutlass Express 15  
in Simon’s Town and sent personnel to participate, but it hasn’t attended any recent iterations. The 
French vessel Le Malin visited South Africa after participating in Cutlass Express 19 and for which  
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the MDA platforms IORIS (Indian Ocean Regional Information Sharing) and Sea Vision were used  
for communication37 

In addition to fulfilling an important diplomatic function supporting South African foreign policy, these 
exercises thus help the SA Navy, particularly its Maritime Reaction Squadron, enhance the skills needed for 
interoperability, coordinated decision making, surveillance and boarding vital for counter-piracy and maritime 
security operations.38 

The Department of Defence regards the countering of piracy activities along the maritime borders of South 
Africa as one of its primary tasks. South Africa continues to see this as a significant initiative. During a United 
Nations (UN) Security Council Debate in February 2019 on Transnational Organized Crime at Sea as a Threat to 
International Peace and Security, it stated:

South Africa fully supports the call for strengthening the capacity of member states’ maritime security 
in order to enforce international maritime law. The importance of exchanging evidence and information 
for anti-piracy law-enforcement purposes, as well as sharing lessons learnt and best practices among 
states and international and regional organisations, is imperative, and should ensure that the necessary 
structures remain dynamic and that the relevant structures, strategies and programmes are adapted to 
align with prevailing shifts in global trends.39

This requires cooperation among many departments. Having actionable MDA enables South African 
decision makers to determine how best to deploy its maritime security assets if a threat at sea, a crime being 
committed, or the risk and impact of a situation if nothing is done, are identified. 

Continual analysis can then identify high-risk areas, suspicious vessels and behavioural trends for further 
tracking and analysis. This contributes to the cost-effective protection of South Africa’s territorial integrity and 
maritime resources, and helps in the fight against identified maritime and seaborne threats and crimes such as 
illegal fishing and poaching, piracy and drug trafficking.40
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Chapter 3: Context and background to 
South African MDA
South Africa’s maritime nature

South Africa has spent two decades organising its maritime spaces and capabilities in such a way that should 
enable stakeholders to operate under optimal conditions and achieve its extensive maritime interests. The MDA 
task for South Africa is especially challenging given some enduring strategic circumstances. South Africa’s 
1.5 million km2 Exclusive Economic Zone is the largest of any African state and one of the largest in the world. 
An application for an extension of its continental shelf, submitted in 2009, would significantly extend South 
Africa’s maritime waters and sovereignty, but also create potential areas for dispute with neighbouring states.41 

South Africa is bordered by three oceans, with the Atlantic Ocean to the west and Indian Ocean to the east 
converging at Cape Agulhas. The Southern Ocean surrounds the remote offshore territories of the Marion and 
Prince Edward islands. 

South Africa has also declared numerous offshore Marine Protected Areas in the South African EEZ, over which 
extra surveillance is required if they are to be successfully protected from illegal fishing vessels.42 Some of the 
existing and new Marine Protected Areas are located along or close to the shore, or situated in remote ocean 
areas in the country’s EEZ and therefore far from the coast. 

South Africa is developing its offshore oil and gas industry based around Mossel Bay, and any discoveries are 
expected to significantly contribute to the country’s economic growth. While most of South Africa’s offshore 
wells are located in relatively shallow seas, the recent discovery made by Total occurred in the country’s first 
deep-sea well.43

South Africa is a signatory to the Safety of Life at Sea Convention, the International Convention on Maritime 
Search and Rescue, and the Convention on International Civil Aviation, which means it has a substantial 
regional obligation to coordinate search and rescue. 

In January 2007 the Regional Maritime Rescue Co-ordination Centre for the Southern African region countries 
of Angola, the Comoros, Madagascar, Mozambique, Namibia and South Africa was inaugurated in Cape Town. 
This is one of the five designated Regional Maritime Rescue Co-ordination Centres in Africa, alongside Kenya, 
Liberia, Morocco and Nigeria.

Atlantic Ocean maritime security and relations have yet to feature as prominently as those of the Indian 
Ocean in South African maritime security frameworks. The 2011 Department of International Relations and 
Cooperation White Paper gave an overview of the maritime security context in the Indian Ocean, but didn’t do 
so for the Atlantic. 

In 2016 the Defence Department envisaged that ‘naval operations as part of anti-piracy operations may expand 
to the western coastline of Africa in the future’, yet any extension northwards must be carefully considered 
against a backdrop of capability and funding constraints.44 

A greater role for South Africa in the Atlantic, especially with regards to preventing a southward spread of piracy 
from the Gulf of Guinea, would address some of the identified shortcomings of the current Southern African 
Development Community (SADC) maritime security strategy. However the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Angola and Namibia haven’t yet entered into any agreements with South Africa that bear comparison with the 
memorandum of understanding with Mozambique discussed later. 
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Past mistrust of South Africa in the deployment of the SA Navy in implementing its foreign policy must also be 
noted. This was seen in the reaction to the deployment of the SAS Drakensberg to Côte d’Ivoire in 2011. The 
SAS Drakensberg was perceived in an unfavourable way by some of the states in the region.45 

As a signatory state to UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, South Africa possesses significant incentives as 
a coastal, flag and port state to be able to track vessels in its waters. These are now briefly explored in turn.

Coastal

South Africa’s 3 200 km coastline is the third longest in Africa. There are currently several limits restricting 
South Africa’s ability to effectively monitor its coastline and territorial waters via radar and receivers. 

Firstly, despite having sophisticated coastal-based radar, South Africa’s capacity in terms of the range at 
which it can detect vessels at sea is limited.46 In response to a question in Parliament in 2012, the then defence 
minister said approximately 29% of the coastline was covered by fixed land-based radar with a horizon of 25 
km and required coverage through a combination of sensors.47 Most of this coverage focused on the outside 
of, and covering the approaches to, South Africa’s major ports and harbours.48 

A 2016 study found the coastal Automatic Identification System (AIS) network to be both sophisticated and 
widespread, but there were gaps in some areas of South Africa’s coast where reliable terrestrial AIS reception 
couldn’t be supported.49 

Flag

It is in South Africa’s national interest to be able to monitor and track all vessels in its maritime domain. South 
Africa sits astride one of the world’s key maritime shipping routes which thousands of vessels use to round or 
visit the country each year. The UN Security Council was recently told that there are around 580 ships in South 
African waters every day, and upwards of 11 000 ships dock in South Africa’s ports every year.50 

South Africa itself is a relatively minor flag state, only accounting for a 0.022% share of the total world merchant 
fleet in 2018.51 South Africa in 2014 made a deliberate effort to change this as part of Operation Phakisa’s 
dedicated oceans economy project – aiming to achieve rapid economic development through concentrated 
and targeted inter-departmental efforts.

Port

South Africa’s eight major seaports are managed by the Transnet National Ports Authority – Saldanha Bay, 
Cape Town, Mossel Bay, Port Elizabeth, Ngqura, East London, Durban and Richards Bay. There are also 
hundreds of harbours and possible launch and landing sides along the coastline, which may be exploited by 
criminals in the absence of effective monitoring, surveillance and control. 

Durban is the busiest African port, with an annual throughput of 2 699 978 twenty-foot equivalent units 
(TEUs) in 2017. This ranked it as the 66th busiest port in the world. According to research published by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, ‘almost half of all containers at Southern African ports move through the port 
of Durban’.52 

In addition to being the largest container port, Durban handles the third largest bulk and break-bulk volume. 
Four of the eight largest bulk ports in Africa are located in South Africa, of which two, Saldanha and Richards 
Bay, are specialist ports handling iron ore and coal. 

South Africa is a signatory to the Agreement on Port State Measures – the first binding international agreement 
to specifically target illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing.53 As many vessels use South African port 
facilities to land or transship fish products, as well as for repairs and resupply, the country is an important role 
player in ensuring that its ports are not used for illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing. 

Notable incidents in the development of South African MDA capability

It is instructive to review several notable incidents, as well as operations and successes, that have occurred 
since the 1990s, as they either revealed some deficiencies in South Africa’s prevailing surveillance system for 
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monitoring and securing the maritime domain, or identified areas for enhanced coordination and an integrated 
government approach.54 It also demonstrates how South African experiences in implementing maritime policy 
and law enforcement are incrementally leading to greater coordinated and integrated decision making.

These involve the policing of South Africa’s maritime domain, the protection of national interests and border 
safeguarding. This is not intended to be either an exhaustive or critical list, but a contribution to the nascent 
maritime security discourse in South Africa.

Implementing the ISPS code

The 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks prompted many countries to pass legislation that clarified their 
maritime security regulations regarding merchant shipping and the protection of port infrastructure. 

By June 2004 the South African National Assembly had passed the Merchant Shipping (Maritime Security) 
Regulations, 2004. South Africa, through the Department of Transport, also implements its maritime security 
requirements as contained in Chapter XI-2 of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, 
and the International Ship and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code by means of the legal framework provided by 
the Merchant Shipping (Maritime Security) Regulations, 2004.

This directed the Transport Department’s Director-General to establish the Maritime Security Advisory 
Committee (MSAC) in December 2004, as provided for under Regulation 132 of the Merchant Shipping 
(Maritime Security) Regulations.

Furthermore, as per the ISPS Code, ships of less than 300 tonnes, which are primarily coastal vessels, are not 
legally required to have AIS on board. International Maritime Organization security regulations don’t apply to 
vessels under 300 tonnes. 

Therefore small high-speed vessels pose a challenge in terms of the ability of the MDA system to detect them. 
This is a problem for South Africa, where large numbers of smaller craft – fishing and recreational – navigate 
South Africa’s coastal and ocean areas. 

In 2016 SAMSA and the National Sea Rescue Institute partnered with exactEarth Europe Limited, a UK 
subsidiary of exactEarth, to mitigate this challenge by conducting a South Africa Safety Initiative for Small 
Vessels (OASIS) project.55 This involved a series of extensive small vessel tracking sea trials of the Advanced 
Class B Satellite Enabled AIS Identifier. 

The objectives of this trial are increased safety of life at sea among non-Safety of Life at Sea or small vessel 
users, indicated by a reduction in small vessel-related deaths and a reduction in search and rescue costs.56 

Greenpeace protests at Koeberg

In August 2002, the Greenpeace vessel MV Esperanza launched six activists in two rubber dinghies off the 
Koeberg Nuclear Power Station on the Western Cape coast. They landed on a jetty alongside the plant before 
climbing onto a roof and dropping a banner. 

The ability of vessels to access part of the facility from the sea prompted then Western Cape premier Marthinus 
van Schalkwyk to describe Koeberg as ‘vulnerable’ during a subsequent tour.57 

The navy had earlier deployed several vessels and four Special Force Regiment and South African Police 
Service (SAPS) task force elements to shadow the MV Esperanza as it sailed from Cape Town to intercept the 
Pacific Teal. The latter was carrying plutonium to the United Kingdom from Japan. The South African vessels 
included SAS Makhanda, SAS Galeshewe, SAS Umzimkulu, an inshore patrol vessel and harbour patrol boats. 
They formed part of Operation Tanker Two.

Tracking the An Yue Jiang 

In 2008 South Africa’s maritime surveillance capability came under the spotlight during a high-profile and 
remarkable transnational effort, coordinated by civil society organisations, to prevent the offloading and transfer 
of arms to Zimbabwe from the An Yue Jiang. The Chinese container vessel was dubbed by many as ‘the ship 
of shame’ and this quickly became a global issue.58 
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The An Yue Jiang was ordered by the Durban High Court on 18 April 2008 to surrender its cargo into the 
custody of the Port of Durban sheriff after the South African Transport and Allied Workers Union announced it 
wouldn’t offload the weapons. 

However the An Yue Jiang swiftly departed and was believed to be seeking a Southern African port in 
the Atlantic Ocean to offload its cargo. The transnational nature of the civil society effort to coordinate the 
prevention of the An Yue Jiang’s docking and offloading was partly prompted by the paucity of information on 
its whereabouts. The An Yue Jiang had both switched off its AIS transponder and was sailing outside the range 
of coastal radar.59 

Angolan government officials said they didn’t receive any information from South Africa on the An Yue Jiang as 
it sailed to Luanda, but were instead relying on (sometimes inaccurate) media sources.60 

In May 2008 during a discussion on the An Yue Jiang at a Parliamentary Portfolio Committee Meeting for 
Transport, SAMSA conceded it lacked the capacity to effectively track and monitor all vessels in the South 
African maritime domain.61 It further stated that only some of South Africa’s harbour areas had the means to 
monitor vessels out to approximately 70 nautical miles. 

As this was soon after the adoption of the Safety of Life at Sea protocols establishing long-range identification 
and tracking as a requirement, but before their being given effect in South African law by the Merchant 
Shipping Long-Range Identification and Tracking of Ships Regulation, 2009, this type of situation would soon 
receive an appropriate remedy – provided vessels didn’t switch off their transponders. 

The problems in tracking An Yue Jiang in 2008 illustrated the challenge of tracking vessel activity both 
inside and outside of the South African maritime domain. It further revealed that surveillance, coordination 
and information sharing between SADC member states needed to be improved to prevent other 
clandestine activities.

Securing the 2010 FIFA World Cup 

The hosting of the 2010 FIFA World Cup by South Africa involved the undertaking of numerous major 
security exercises and operations: 

• An MDA workshop was convened and a Satellite AIS trial was initiated in the run-up to the tournament – with 
the data displayed at SAMSA62 

• The South African government established an Inter-Agency Clearing Forum, which brought together many of 
the departments involved in maritime security, some for the first time63 

• Under Operation Kgwele, the South African National Defence Force’s (SANDF) World Cup support plan, 
the SAS Mendi and SAS Spioenkop frigates were positioned off Cape Town and Durban respectively, 
while the SAS Amatola was deployed to Port Elizabeth to provide radar coverage. Two submarines were 
deployed on patrol for the entire period, together with SAS Protea, SAS Umkomaas, SAS Umzimkulu and 
SAS Drakensberg64 

As both Operation Kgwele and the Inter-Agency Clearing Forum played a major role in securing maritime 
boundaries in a coordinated manner, the Justice, Crime Prevention and Security Cluster ruled that the Inter-
Agency Clearing Forum remain in place as it had promoted coordination between departments and agencies.65

The southward spread of Somali piracy in 2010

In 2008 the UN World Food Programme (WFP) requested that South Africa provide naval ships to help protect 
and escort its vessels carrying food aid to Somalia from pirates. South Africa declined this request, as the 
mission lacked a UN mandate.66 

South Africa said its decision was motivated by the costly nature of escorts, for which it wouldn’t be 
reimbursed, as is the case with its other contributions to UN peace support operations. At a Justice, Crime 
Prevention and Security Cluster briefing on 5 March 2009 Dr Siyabonga Cwele, intelligence minister at the time, 
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also suggested that South Africa hadn’t helped combat piracy along the Somalian coastline because its armed 
forces were already overstretched.67 

As a result, South Africa didn’t participate in the counter-piracy missions established to produce successful 
multilateral maritime collaboration. South African naval officers did, however, participate as observers in 
European Union Naval Force operations off Somalia in 2010.68

The impact of Somali piracy on South Africa had been widely discussed and warnings had been raised in 
2009.69 Before 2010 South Africa assumed that its geographical remoteness from the epicentre off Somalia 
rendered it safe from direct piracy attacks. 

Three incidents were recorded from 2000–3 pertaining to South Africa, although none could be termed as acts 
of piracy. This was based on follow-up investigations that revealed them to be either cases of mistaken identity, 
or that they hadn’t been reported to the South African authorities.70 It was determined that another reported 
attack in 2006 was a case of petty theft.71 

This sense of security was shattered in December 2010 and January 2011 when three incidents in quick 
succession seemed to indicate the movement of piracy into the Mozambique Channel. Operation Copper 
commenced in January 2011 after South Africa accepted a request from Mozambique to help it protect its 
maritime domain from a southward spread of Somali piracy and provide security for ships sailing through the 
Mozambique Channel. 

With these apparent new threats, at a February 2011 meeting the South African Cabinet instructed the defence 
minister to lead the development and delivery of a maritime security strategy to address the threat Somali 
piracy posed to Southern Africa.72

This strategy was expected to help decision makers explore initiatives that would assist Somalia counter 
some of the root causes of piracy and clarify South Africa’s stance in relation to stabilising the political 
situation in Somalia. 

It would further focus on the necessary counter-piracy legislative framework, the positioning and strengthening 
of South African naval capacity, both in relation to the continent and other countries, and ways to secure aid 
from neighbouring countries. 

In April 2011 the South African Cabinet ‘approved that the South African Defence Force should fine-tune its 
strategy to protect our waters from piracy. As a littoral country, South Africa needs to have a balanced naval 
capability to effectively respond to maritime security threats affecting South Africa. Cabinet noted the incursion 
of maritime crime into our waters, which might affect our trade routes through the seas’.73

Maintenance of fisheries patrol vessels

South Africa’s maritime and ocean governance has long been characterised by a multi-sectoral approach. This 
means that different departments, despite operating in the same environment, have acquired various vessels or 
systems at different times for different purposes. 

The rough sea conditions throughout South Africa’s maritime domain also have implications for the types 
of operations and nature of the equipment of the agencies and departments responsible for monitoring and 
surveillance, safety and security. This means that some platforms and systems aren’t easily interoperable, 
which complicates horizontal coordination and cooperation. 

At the time of writing three departments – the departments of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries, Transport, 
and Defence – operate both systems for vessel monitoring and surveillance and vessels capable of patrolling 
and law enforcement throughout South Africa’s maritime domain.74 

The SAPS Water Wing conducts crime prevention and investigations in both South Africa’s inland waters and, 
in the case of the four coastal provinces, its territorial waters. The Water Wing also supports the work of other 
government departments, conducts search and recovery operations to recover bodies and any submerged 
objects, and provides security and safety functions for water-based recreational events. 
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The National Sea Rescue Institute, a voluntary non-profit organisation, operates both coastal and inland 
stations and is equipped with numerous rescue craft capable of territorial water, and occasional high 
seas, rescues.75

South Africa possesses the capacity to undertake coordinated patrols. In 2010 an interdepartmental maritime 
patrol was undertaken as part of Operation Prosper – the SANDF’s support to the SAPS in crime prevention. 
This took place in April 2010 with officials from the South African Revenue Service and the intelligence agency, 
resulting in numerous boardings, fines and confiscations.76 

Concerns over coordination, maintenance and operational budgets have hindered past efforts and resulted in 
periods when South Africa’s waters were occasionally left unpatrolled.77 

In 2012 the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries abruptly handed over its fisheries patrol and 
research vessels to the SA Navy. But delays in their refits and repairs meant that the South African coastline 
was at times left without vessels to perform all the necessary functions. These included scientific surveys, anti-
poaching patrols and the inspection of fishing trawlers for illegal activities. 

While this was later resolved, albeit after some controversy and the involvement of the South African Public 
Protector, it highlights the need to consider interoperability in future, and showcases some of the challenges in 
coordinating all surveillance and patrol functions.78 

The National Development Plan 2030 and Operation Phakisa: Oceans Economy

Over the past decade, maritime or ocean governance has gained high priority status in South African policy 
due to the recognition of the importance of the maritime domain from an economic, environmental and 
security perspective. 

In 2012 the National Planning Commission’s long-term National Development Plan recommended South Africa 
‘reappraise the maritime sector in light of its geopolitical positioning and ask what contribution it could make to 
employment and regional trade’.79 

In May 2014 the government published the White Paper on the National Environmental Management of 
the Ocean, which identified the need to transition from a sector-based ocean management approach to a 
coordinated and cross-sectoral management system.80 

Soon after, South Africa developed and launched Operation Phakisa – a high-level articulation of ways to 
develop the country’s maritime domain in the interest of both its security and economic imperatives.81 

Its Oceans Economy component was the first to be launched and could thus be considered the flagship 
project. In 2015 the government published its Defence Review, which is South Africa’s national policy on 
defence, although the review only briefly analysed the country’s maritime security threats.82 

The supporting studies and documents anchoring Operation Phakisa determined that the South African 
maritime domain possessed great untapped economic potential.83 It was reported that in 2010 the maritime 
domain’s total contribution to the country’s gross domestic product (GDP) of ocean-related economic activity 
was an estimated R56 billion, and it employed about 316 000 people.

This included the fisheries and renewable energy sectors, which were not ultimately chosen as critical growth 
areas under Operation Phakisa. Most significantly, the long-term forecasts stated that an additional GDP 
contribution of between R129bn and R177bn and the creation of up to a million jobs by 2033 was possible.

Four new growth areas in the ocean economy were selected – Marine Transport and Manufacturing, Oil and 
Gas, Aquaculture, and Marine Protection and Governance. This was soon expanded to six sectors with the 
inclusion of Small Harbours Development and Coastal and Marine Tourism.

The Marine Protection and Governance labs determined that existing coordination arrangements didn’t 
fully meet the requirements for protecting coastal resources. Operation Phakisa has therefore driven the 
development of MDA tools and platforms in South Africa primarily through the fifth and sixth initiatives of the 
Marine Protection and Governance component. 
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The objective of Initiative 5 of this component was the grouping of departments and agencies with maritime 
security, safety, regulatory and enforcement responsibilities. This has had the effect of creating effective 
understanding, raising awareness, building trust and improving links between stakeholders.84 

The successful interception and deterrence of poaching and maritime crime owes much to the role of Initiative 
5, which is one of the most salient initiatives for achieving greater maritime security. Recent media reports 
indicate however that the scale and extent of the challenge remain vast.85 

The objective of Initiative 6 of the Marine Protection and Governance component is the creation of a National 
Oceans and Coastal Information Management System (OCIMS). The project involves collaborative partnerships 
between government, labour, business, academia and other sectors. 

The OCIMS platform also underscored the potential role that MDA could play in ocean governance, in terms 
of collecting and distributing data on environmental activities within South Africa’s maritime domain. As such, 
provisions are in place to collect data on water quality, harmful algae bloom, coastal operations, and activities 
within Marine Protected Areas. 

Given the vast area of responsibility and the limited resources, MDA systems also improve the cost-
effectiveness of search and rescue operations, providing SAMSA and the National Sea Rescue Institute with 
data on sea conditions that could affect rescue efforts.

The multi-sectoral approach that has characterised South Africa’s maritime and ocean governance has also 
resulted in a situation where over 24 key departments and institutions, some with overlapping as well as distinct 
roles and maritime policies and systems, don’t always work in a coordinated fashion. 

Numerous departments were also responsible for regulating or collecting data on some aspects of South 
African maritime governance, but lacked a formalised and streamlined platform to coordinate their efforts. 
This was noted in relation to the South African context in November 2012 by Rear Admiral Teuteberg who 
suggested that the most pressing concern was sub-optimal knowledge management affecting the ability to 
generate actionable intelligence.86 

Adopting the 2015 South African Defence Review

The 2015 South African Defence Review proposed numerous strategic objectives for gaining greater maritime 
security through enhanced MDA. These are primarily found under Milestone 2 for Capability Enhancement, 
which contains three relevant MDA priorities:

• Enhancement of maritime domain awareness and the extended maritime protection capability, including 
patrol vessels, reconnaissance aircraft, unmanned surveillance systems and static, ship-borne and airborne 
surveillance and tracking systems 

• Renewal of hydrographic survey capability to both support maritime operations and ensure South Africa’s 
international hydrographic, nautical charting and maritime warning obligations 

• Extended maritime protection capability, inclusive of inshore and offshore patrol capability with organic, 
combat-enhanced maritime helicopters able to repel symmetric and asymmetric threats87

As this would require significant investment, and the Defence Review is still in the process of attaining and 
implementing Milestone 1, the implementation of Milestone 2 is delayed for now.

It was envisaged in the 2015 South African Defence Review that the SA Navy would acquire a maritime patrol 
capability comprising ‘lightly armed inshore and offshore patrol vessels’.88 This capability would be expected to 
enable the navy to:

• Contribute to the defence and protection of South Africa 

• Ensure territorial integrity

• Safeguard the EEZ 

• Meet South Africa’s treaty obligations in terms of maritime search and rescue
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• Contribute to peace and security in the region 

• Contribute to situational awareness 

• Conduct constabulary operations through cooperation with the police service, civil authority and other organs 
of state89 

Public interest in preventing illegal fishing, poaching and pollution

Public expectations have been created that increasing South African surveillance of its maritime domain will 
lead to effective protection South Africa has frequently demonstrated its ability to cooperate with international 
partners, such as Australia, in the fight against illegal fishing.

A notable example of international cooperation took place in April 2001, when the SAS Protea and strike craft 
SAS Galeshewe helped the Southern Supporter, an Australian customs and fisheries patrol vessel, intercept 
and arrest the Togolese-flagged South Tommy.90 

This arrest was carried out in international waters 250 nautical miles off Cape Agulhas after the Southern 
Supporter had shadowed the South Tommy for 10 days and 2 200 nautical miles since it was spotted illegally 
fishing in Australian waters. It was escorted back to Australia after it was found to be carrying 100 tonnes of 
poached Patagonian toothfish worth around R6 million.

This was also illustrated in August 2003 in the case of the Viarsa 1, a Uruguay-flagged fishing vessel that 
fled from Australian territorial waters after it was ordered by the Southern Supporter to stop. After a roughly 
7 200 km chase across the southern Indian Ocean, the Southern Supporter was able to finally intercept and 
apprehend the Viarsa 1. 

It was helped by South African ships SAS Agulhas and the ocean-going salvage tug John Ross (later renamed 
Smit Amandla). These vessels were later joined by SAS Drakensberg, which carried onboard an Australian naval 
boarding team that escorted the Viarsa 1 back to Australia.91 

OCIMS has been used in some recent cases that attracted public interest and demonstrated the increasing 
ability to track vessels, inform decision makers and intercept criminals: 

• Suspected illegal fishing by a fleet of nine Chinese vessels (2016)92 

• Suspected illegal fishing by a flotilla of three vessels (2016)93

• Arrest of a fishing vessel in South Africa for violation of the International Convention for the Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships (MARPOL Convention) (2016)94

• Seizure of drugs onboard a vessel in Ngqura (January 2019)95

• Seizure of drugs onboard a vessel in Ngqura (September 2019)96

Cable theft at Silvermine Naval Communication Centre

There’s been significant public and parliamentary interest in South African naval communication in recent years 
owing to lapses in the physical security of the extended Silvermine Naval Communication Centre. Despite its 
strategic significance for maritime and national security, the centre is not a national key point.97 

Six incidents of copper wire theft were reported between April 2009 and June 2013.98 Two more burglaries 
occurred at the complex between January 2014 and March 2017.99 On one occasion the theft of copper cables 
from the facility’s two remote antenna farms was discovered only after contact was lost with SAS Amatola, one 
of the navy’s four Valour-class frigates out on patrol.100 

Communication was re-established using the Naval Communication Centre in Durban. The continued 
vulnerability of the complex to theft prompted an oversight visit by the National Assembly’s Portfolio 
Committee on Defence and Military Veterans on 1 March 2017. The committee observed a lack of cooperation 
regarding the responsibility for security and maintenance at the centre between the departments of Defence 
and Public Works.101 
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Border Management Authority 

South Africa is currently establishing a single Border Management Authority (BMA) that will manage its 72 ports 
of entry. South African President Cyril Ramaphosa signed the Border Management Authority Bill of 2020 on 21 
July 2020.102 It was originally intended to be adopted before the South African 2019 national election, but was 
not adopted by the National Council of Provinces in time. 

As part of its contribution to integrated border management, the Defence Department’s Annual Performance 
Plan for 2017 revealed it would ‘investigate the establishment of a coast guard’ as part of the envisioned 
BMA.103 It is expected that the BMA Coast Guard would have a role in maritime surveillance and patrols of 
South Africa’s territorial waters. 

The navy’s tasks will be patrolling and securing the EEZ and conducting operations out on the high seas. The 
police, and the expected BMA, are projected to possess vessels capable of patrolling South Africa’s territorial 
waters (up to 12 nautical miles away from the coast) and ports of entry. As the bill also defines border law 
enforcement areas, in respect of the maritime borders as extending seawards to the outer limit of the EEZ, this 
will require a number of reforms to ensure the entire area is protected. 

The creation of a South African coast guard continues to be referred to in the Defence Department’s Annual 
Reports, but information is limited.104 

As the BMA will assume some of the functions and capabilities of departments involved in law enforcement, it 
will take over some of the roles currently under Phakisa regarding coordinated enforcement. Under the BMA a 
National Border Risk Management and Targeting Centre will be established.105 

The BMA therefore includes a situational centre that includes all of government. But South Africa’s BMA 
priorities will probably be management of its land and air borders and ports of entry rather than law 
enforcement and safeguarding of its maritime zones, borders and ports of entry for now, as the establishment 
of the BMA runs until 2032. 

A dedicated maritime centre could be established before the BMA’s National Border Risk Management and 
Targeting Centre, with the existing maritime centres focusing on fulfilling their search and rescue functions.
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Chapter 4: Departmental roles 
and responsibilities 
This chapter discusses the basic roles of the departments and agencies responsible for the creation of MDA 
and enhancing maritime security throughout South Africa’s maritime domain. Where appropriate, we have 
grouped together related departments and actors to produce a single, coherent narrative that addresses the 
topics of the report. 

National Joint Operational and Intelligence Structure

The key government entity responsible for handling issues of maritime security is the National Joint Operational 
and Intelligence Structure (NATJOINTS). NATJOINTS is chaired by the SAPS and meets every month. 
NATJOINTS is responsible for: 

• The development and implementation of operational safety plans

• Providing a safe and secure environment at big events

• Prioritising the peace and stability of the country

• Handling issues of immigration and maritime security106

NATJOINTS also provides regular reports to the Justice, Crime Prevention and Security Cluster Directors-
General (DGs), who in turn report to the cluster’s Minister’s Committee. In this way it provides a consultative 
platform on cross-cutting priorities and matters being taken to the Cabinet and ensures proper coordination of 
all government programmes at national and provincial levels. 

Ongoing operations undertaken to implement Initiative 5 of the Marine Protection and Governance area are 
being carried out to fulfil a National Instruction, issued by NATJOINTS. This is to ensure that compliance 
monitoring and enforcement within South Africa’s EEZ, coastal waters and maritime ports of entry involve a 
coordinated interdepartmental approach.107 

Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries

South Africa is pursuing several technological solutions to gathering data for monitoring the areas over which 
it exercises sovereignty, as was noted in the previous chapters. It was recognised during the 2014 Operation 
Phakisa planning labs that because many government departments gather data for their own requirements, a 
platform was needed that could integrate data. Where possible, this should fill gaps in knowledge that are vital 
for successful MDA and produce a common operational picture. 

This data is not limited to, or focused solely on, security risks from vessels, but includes information on oceanic 
conditions that can affect economic and environmental interests, as well as safety of life at sea. 

In this regard, the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (and before that the Department of 
Environmental Affairs) is the project owner for OCIMS. It was initiated by the Department of Environmental 
Affairs, with support from the Department of Science and Technology. It used existing technology and 
capabilities owned by the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Institute for Maritime Technology, South 
African National Space Agency, SAMSA and State Security Agency.

By integrating information from early warning systems into a single government system, OCIMS supports 
various oceans and coastal initiatives. It provides information and decision support tools to key decision makers 
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and stakeholders for the day-to-day governance and management of South Africa’s oceans and coasts and for 

maritime security planning and operations.

OCIMS is leading to an operational picture that can depict or model both important environmental conditions 

in South Africa’s maritime domain, and help identify many of the vessels approaching or transiting its waters, in 

real time. 

It forms a key part of the Operation Phakisa Marine Protection Services and Governance workstream Initiative 

6: National Ocean and Coastal Information System and Extending Earth Observation Capability. Initiative 6 was 

categorised as a critical priority at the launch of Operation Phakisa with an estimated budget requirement, over 

five years, of R462m. OCIMS was initiated in 2014 and is in its final year of development.108 

Initiative 6 was established with three milestones in mind:

 I. Establish Earth Observation Technology Capacity for SA Coastal Zone, EEZ and Extended Continental   

  Shelf by 2019/20 (Department of Science and Technology)

 II. Deliver the National Oceans and Coasts Information Management System (NOCIMS) by 2019/20   

  (Department of Environmental Affairs)

III. Establish and Implement the Data and Earth Observation Infrastructure required for the NOCIMS   

  (Department of Science and Technology)

OCIMS includes six distinct themes:

• Maritime Domain Awareness 

• Marine Spatial Planning 

• Coastal Flood Hazard 

• Harmful Algae Blooms

• Water Quality

• Sea State

There are eight Decision Support Tools (DeST): 

• Fisheries and Aquaculture Decision Support Tool

• Coastal Operations at Sea Decision Support Tool

• Marine Spatial Planning Support Viewer

• Integrated Vessel Tracking Decision Support Tool

• Water Quality Decision Support Tool

• Coastal Flood Hazard Decision Support Tool

• Marine Predators Decision Support Tool

• DEFF Coastal Viewer

At the Oceans Economy Colloquium convened by the Portfolio Committee on Environmental Affairs on 

20 June 2017, the Integrated Vessel Tracking tool was described as exceeding expectations and had 

helped the Enhanced and Coordinated Compliance and Enforcement Programme (Initiative 5).109 Those 

involved in Initiative 5 have recorded numerous successes and now possess considerable experience in law 

enforcement functions.110 
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Fisheries law enforcement and compliance

Several portfolios were combined to reduce the number of ministries after South Africa’s 2019 elections. 
Environmental Affairs was combined with Forestry and Fisheries. Agriculture was combined with Land Reform 
and Rural Development.

Before this, from 2010–19, the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries had the principal mandate 
to monitor and undertake enforcement regarding foreign fishing vessels. It acquired this responsibility in 
April 2010 when Fisheries and Marine and Coastal Management were transferred from the Department of 
Environmental Affairs.

Fisheries’ primary contribution to South Africa’s MDA occurs through its Vessel Monitoring System. This 
system was established in 2000 (previously under the Marine and Coastal Management of the Department 
of Environmental Affairs). The Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries established a Monitoring, 
Control and Surveillance capability, which took time to be fully integrated and was subsequently challenged by 
maintenance and contractual controversies. 

This has meant that South Africa has occasionally lacked surface platforms capable of providing fisheries 
inspections and protection. The fisheries department has liaised with the navy at times to use its vessels.

In addition to the Vessel Monitoring System, the department said it was piloting a ‘Maritime Intelligence 
capability’ designed to give early warning signals of foreign fishing vessels entering the SA EEZ without the 
necessary permits, and in contravention of the Marine Living Resources Act.111 

This requires the integration of two different types of Vessel Monitoring System coverage – Inmarsat-C for 
greater coverage and Ozone Vessel Monitoring System units for 50 nautical mile coverage. The fisheries 
department’s Vessel Monitoring System database routes the two different unit protocols together. 

The Vessel Monitoring System can load and display any closed or restricted area, as well as Marine Protected 
Areas. This enables it to ascertain the location of vessels, as well as whether a report from one is overdue. If a 
vessel enters or transgresses a ‘no go’ area, or fails to report, an alarm is triggered for an investigation and the 
vessel is tracked.112 

In terms of ensuring compliance, the system depends on the willingness of fishing vessels to cooperate and 
obey the law. The Prince Edward Islands are of particular concern due to their remoteness, creating space for 
illegal operations which are hard to track and intercept.

Reports from this system are linked to the Port of Entry Control Centre in Cape Town, and have been 
incorporated into the broader OCIMS system. The fisheries department is upgrading the existent structure, 
primarily to link the system to the wider SADC Monitoring Control and Surveillance Coordination Centre in 
Mozambique, to cover the activities of fishing vessels across all SADC countries. 

The fisheries department reported a drastic increase in illegal activities and an increase in the number of tip-
offs by the public for the financial year 2017/18. This necessitated an increase in the number of joint operations 
(through Operation Phakisa Marine Protection and Governance initiative 5).113 

This relates to the performance indicator of the number of inspections and joint operations (through the 
Operation Phakisa Initiative 5 of Oceans Economy) with partners.114 

The fisheries department operates four Fisheries Protection Vessels:

• Three inshore patrol vessels – the Lillian Ngoyi, Ruth First and Victoria Mxenge. These are capable of 
operating in the EEZ and can stay at sea for 14 days, with a total range of 3 500 nautical miles. 

• One offshore patrol vessel – the Sarah Baartman. This has a range of 7 500 nautical miles, can stay at sea for 
45 days and is equipped with helicopter facilities.115 

The fisheries department also operates SA Agulhas II, an icebreaking polar supply and scientific research 
vessel. Its predecessor, SA Agulhas, now fulfils an important training role for SAMSA as South Africa’s only 
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dedicated cadet training vessel. The Agulhas assisted in the international chase, interception and apprehension 
of the Uruguayan-flagged trawler Viarsa 1 in 2003.116

Department of Science and Innovation

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

The environmental affairs department contracted the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) 
Meraka Institute to develop and host OCIMS – the system required to achieve Initiative 6 of the Marine 
Protection and Governance part of Operation Phakisa: Oceans Economy. 

The CSIR has provided technical and specialist support and led the development of the Integrated Vessel 
Tracking Decision Support Tool. This tool provides rapid information to decision makers regarding vessels’ 
movement in South African waters.117 

The CSIR previously acknowledged there were ‘major deficiencies in the national surveillance capability, and 
in some cases no existing technology solutions to support the increased ability to detect, track, classify, and 
identify objects of interest at a distance in different environments’.118 

The CSIR developed the SeaFAR platform for vessel detection, a satellite-based surveillance system using 
Synthetic Aperture Radar and AIS, combined with algorithms, and successfully tested it in 2016. 

When a ship’s transponder is off, the vessel is identified by the system as a dark target. Synthetic Aperture 
Radar is used to transcend the detection limit of the coastal-based radars, although it is restricted in terms of 
the size of the object it can detect. In this case, authorities employ a risk-based approach by tracking additional 
factors indicative of possible illegal activity. 

These include the location of the ship that is not transmitting its position, its speed and its movement. For 
instance if a ship is moving through a Marine Protected Area, and has reduced its speed to five knots, it can be 
intercepted by a patrol vessel if one is available. 

SeaFAR was then integrated into the OCIMS project as the Integrated Vessel Tracking Decision Support Tool. It 
integrated datasets from sources including the fisheries department – Vessel Monitoring System data; SAMSA 
– Satellite AIS; South African National Space Agency – Synthetic Aperture Radar images; Institute for Maritime 
Technology – Terrestrial AIS (and military radar as required); and Transnet – radar data. 

The Integrated Vessel Tracking Decision Support Tool can also detect bilge dumps in the South African EEZ. 
In 2016 it recorded a 160 km-long bilge dump between Madagascar and Mozambique that was released by a 
ship en route to Iran.119 Authorities in Mozambique, Madagascar and South Africa were alerted once the vessel 
was identified. 

The CSIR is also developing wave gliders that can be used in maritime surveillance, with the advantages of 
providing solutions to the obstacles of high costs, human resource demand and limited time-space presence 
that complicate traditional satellite and ship-based monitoring and coverage.120 

By 2018 it had included fusion of source information such as camera feeds, geofencing for vessels entering 
Marine Protected Areas providing notification of vessels entering, automatic detection of dark targets and 
manual ‘flagging’ and additional layers e.g. sea surface temperature.121 The CSIR also houses an interoperability 
centre on behalf of the SANDF (as the critical issue is the integration of various detection systems).122 

South African National Space Agency and the Cape Peninsula University of Technology

South Africa is acquiring a sovereign space-based AIS capability. Together with the French South African 
Institute of Technology, the Cape Peninsula University of Technology has developed ZACUBE-2. 

The objective is to develop an MDASat constellation of nine nanosatellites equipped with AIS and VHF Data 
Exchange Service data collecting systems. It will also have other applications such as the detection of veld 
fires. This enhances South Africa’s ability to monitor the movement of ships along the coastline, transiting 
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through the EEZ and approaching South African waters.123 It will provide remote sensors and satellite tracking 
while ensuring the data sources are locally developed and operated.124 

The Department of Science and Technology invested R16.5m from 2009-19 in the programme, and plans to 
invest another R27m over the next three years.125 The first ZACUBE-2 nanosatellite was successfully launched in 
December 2018 and the first integration of AIS data in OCIMS occurred in February 2019.126 A short activation 
of the software-defined radio AIS receiver on ZACUBE-2 demonstrated the ability to track ships higher up along 
the African coast.127

The South African National Space Agency is tasked with acquiring synthetic aperture radar imagery with the 
aim of enhancing the monitoring and protection of South Africa’s coastal regions and oceans. It has a one-year 
contract, with an option for two extra years with MDA, a Maxar Technologies company, for synthetic aperture 
radar data products from the RADARSAT-2 satellite maritime surveillance programme. 

The contract includes South Africa receiving systematic weekly broad-area surveillance of its EEZ and 
on-demand high-resolution image acquisitions.128 The addition of these space-based systems to South 
Africa’s MDA efforts allows it to greatly improve its monitoring of, and law enforcement in, its extended 
maritime domain. 

Department of Transport

The Department of Transport, through its maritime agency SAMSA and the Transnet National Ports Authority, 
is the primary focal point for collecting information and data related to shipping and ports. The department 
is also responsible for convening, maintaining and providing support to South Africa’s Maritime Security 
Advisory Committee.

Maritime Security Advisory Committee 

The cross-government Maritime Security Advisory Committee has the following functions: 

• To advise government through the Department of Transport on measures that will enhance maritime security 
while also achieving facilitation of trade and sustainability

• To identify inherent threats and opportunities in the current legislative and institutional framework and craft an 
integrated maritime security strategy 

• To identify critical role players and the manner in which they would contribute in enhancing maritime security 

• To facilitate engagement of South Africa’s counterparts within SADC, the AU and other regions on maritime 
security issues 

• To establish any working group or sub-committee that the committee may deem necessary for the 
expeditious execution of its functions

The committee is chaired by the Transport Department. Members represent the department (chairperson and 
secretariat), the South African Maritime Safety Authority (alternate chairperson), the National Ports Authority, the 
State Security Agency, the SANDF, the Department of Home Affairs, the Department of International Relations 
and Cooperation, the SAPS, SARS, the National Prosecuting Authority, the Department of Trade and Industry, 
and any other entity the committee deems appropriate to contribute to the achievement of its objectives. 

The Comprehensive Maritime Transport Policy commits the Transport Department to convening, maintaining 
and providing support to and enhancing the committee, as it notes that there is little inter-agency coordination 
or cooperation.129 

South African Maritime Safety Authority 

The South African Maritime Safety Authority (SAMSA) is mandated to protect South Africa’s maritime interests. 
This includes the administration of merchant shipping and the long-range identification and tracking of vessels 
along the coastline.130 
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It is primarily responsible for the safety of navigation and protection of the marine environment, for which it 
actively monitors shipping in South African waters using terrestrial and satellite AIS, as well as long-range 
identification and tracking. SAMSA’s Centre for Sea Watch and Response was launched in October 2009 to 
comply with the requirements of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea. 

SAMSA has also established the South African Safe Sea Net to collect meteorological and hydrological data 
to improve weather and navigation early warnings for ships in South African waters, and provide information 
for disaster management entities. The data is envisioned to support research institutions by providing historical 
information on weather and navigation.

The Centre for Sea Watch and Response’s Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre is the first point of contact for 
the pre-arrival information/pre-arrival notifications of ships of 500 or more gross tonnage.131 All reports must be 
in English and in writing; no reports by voice communication are accepted. 

The Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre’s function is to check pre-arrival information reports to ensure 
completeness, which it then forwards to the Maritime Security Coordination Centre. This centre is responsible 
for informing port security officers about vessels’ security clearance status via a vessel clearance list. 

The centre uses the pre-arrival notification information for clearing vessels requesting permission to enter South 
African ports. This is done for security reasons to verify whether vessels have reported their correct information 
and do not pose a security threat.132 The OCIMS Integrated Vessel Tracking tool can also be used as part of this 
verification process, allowing authorities to match the received information with the data collected as part of the 
MDA system. 

South Africa, through SAMSA, played a key role in the development, finalisation and early implementation 
efforts of 2050 Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy (2050 AIMS) from 2010–14. 

In 2015, then SAMSA CEO Commander Tsietsi Mokhele served as the interim chairperson of the AU Strategic 
Task Force, mandated to consider the technical details of the 2050 AIM Strategy and propose a roadmap for its 
incremental implementation, conforming to International Maritime Law.133 SAMSA, together with organisations 
such as the Institute for Security Studies, helped the AU Commission by sponsoring these early meetings. 

SAMSA is also involved in the Southern and East African and Islands Regional Group for Safety of Navigation 
and Marine Environment Protection, which promotes navigational safety.134 It includes Southern Africa (from 
Angola) to East Africa (Kenya) and islands. Under its auspices members have encouraged the creation of a 
Regional Coordination Centre and Regional Oil Spill Contingency Plan. 

The Transnet National Ports Authority

The Transnet National Ports Authority, in keeping with section 78 of the National Ports Act, 2005, established 
an AIS system and capability along the coast.135 In May 2011, former defence minister Lindiwe Sisulu said 
‘approximately 29% of the coastline is covered by fixed land-based radars (radar horizon depends on the height 
of the antenna) with a radar horizon of approximately 25 kilometres. It is thus clear that use must be made of 
a variety of platforms (ships, surveillance aircraft, helicopters) with a variety of sensors (e.g. radar, Automatic 
Identification System (AIS), long-range identification and tracking, electro-optical, optical and others) in order to 
monitor the EEZ of the RSA’.136 

Department of Defence

The SANDF comprises four services – the South African Army, South African Air Force, South African Navy and 
South African Military Health Service. A Joint Operations Division coordinates all joint operations involving any 
of the four services. Defence Intelligence gathers, analyses and provides military intelligence to the SANDF.

South African Navy

According to the Department of Defence, one of its main purposes is ‘support to government’s Operation 
Phakisa, through the protection of the national ocean economy from acts, including the illegal depletion of 
ocean resources’. 
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An MDA and maritime border experiment took place at Saldanha Bay from 28 October to 7 November 2014. 
The experiment involved assets from the navy, air force and special forces, as well as other data sources. 
It aimed to evaluate the integration of various sensors into the command and control network. With over 80 
participants, it was the largest such experiment at the time.137 

The Defence Department’s annual performance plan for 2017 also notes how it is a crucial contributor to 
national development, suggesting that the ‘rejuvenation and capacity building of the Naval Dockyard in 
Simon’s Town, as well as the envisaged local building of patrol and survey vessels for the South African Navy 
will rejuvenate the entire ship building industry within South Africa and set a baseline for future ship building 
projects, that will provide a major impetus to the continuing roll-out of Operation Phakisa’.138 

Vessels

South Africa’s maritime assets are spread over numerous departments, and most platforms that enforce law, 
patrol and contribute MDA belong to the South African Navy and Defence Department. The main naval combat 
and support vessels currently employed in securing South Africa’s maritime domain and gathering intelligence 
comprise vessels procured under the Strategic Defence Procurement Package and numerous older vessels 
inherited from the defence force:

• Four Valour-class frigates. These vessels are 121 m in overall length and 3 700 tonnes in displacement. They 
have a speed of 28 knots and a range of 8 000 nautical miles at 16 knots. They carry Super Lynx helicopters 
operated by 22 Squadron SAAF. They regularly patrol South Africa’s EEZ and conduct numerous law 
enforcement missions.

• Three Heroine-class submarines. SAS Charlotte Maxeke was sent to the Prince Edward and Marion islands in 
2008 to patrol and gather intelligence.139 

• Three Warrior-class offshore patrol vessels. 

• Four River-class mine counter-measure vessels.140

Several other support/ocean-going craft are used in maritime security operations:

• SAS Protea – the navy’s hydrographic vessel. Protea was commissioned in 1972. It has been used in military 
operations – notably an attack in Angola in 1981.141 It was used as a combat support vessel for Operation 
Copper in 2018 and will be replaced under Project Hotel. 

• SAS Drakensberg – the navy’s sole replenishment and combat support vessel. The SAS Drakensberg’s 
operational history has shown it to be remarkably versatile. It was commissioned in 1987 and has been sent 
on diplomatic missions. It was involved in the chase, interception and apprehension of the Uruguayan trawler 
Viarsa 1 in 2003. It was deployed to West Africa in 2011 to evacuate officials from Côte D’Ivoire, it participated 
in South Africa’s sole anti-piracy incident in 2012 as part of Operation Copper and it is deployed on 
humanitarian and search and rescue missions. SAS Drakensberg has undergone a mid-life refit, but requires 
replacing in about eight years under the as-yet unfunded Project Mookodi.142

The Defence Department is embarking on a major modernisation of South Africa’s escort fleet to give it a 
new multi-mission patrol capability – which remains one of the few successful large-scale capital acquisitions 
approved for the SANDF. 

As part of Project Biro, it has undertaken to replace both its River-class mine counter-measure vessels and 
Warrior-class offshore patrol vessels with three multi-mission offshore patrol vessels and three multi-mission 
inshore patrol vessels. The inshore patrol vessels component of Biro was announced in 2018, but the tender for 
offshore patrol vessels was postponed pending additional funding. 

In October 2017, the Portfolio Committee on Defence and Military Veterans said ‘the cancellation of the 
contracting for Offshore Patrol Vessels [is] a major concern as it impacts negatively on the operational capacity 
of the SA Navy. The Committee recommends that the DOD and Armscor find a lasting solution in this regard 
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to ensure SA Navy’s patrolling capacity. This is of special importance in the context of Operation Phakisa that 
aims to exploit the ocean’s economy’.143

The navy receives the smallest amount of funding for the four services, and both the amount and way it is 
spent severely affect South Africa’s operational capability. In 2019 the navy chief forecast to the Parliamentary 
Portfolio Committee that South Africa would lose its frigate and submarine capability by 2023.144 

Maintenance and refits on almost all the combat vessels were required, and in some cases outstanding. 
Operational budgets were limited and the number of expected seahours could not be achieved. 

If the navy’s surface warfare capability is lost after FY2021, it could see its surface fleet reduced to its three 
incoming inshore patrol vessels (delivery 2022, but not including offshore patrol vessels) and the incoming 
hydrographic vessel (delivery 2022, but reportedly underfunded by R821m). 

As these are replacing obsolete vessels, rather than augmenting the navy, this could complicate and restrict 
EEZ and high seas operations (such as Operation Copper), as the navy’s presence would be restricted to 
operations along the coastline. 

The required operational capability for an unmanned aerial vehicle surveillance capability has been deferred 
due to financial considerations.

South African Air Force

South African Air Force (SAAF) 22 squadron operates South Africa’s tactical maritime helicopter capability on 
behalf of the navy and often carries out rescues of seafarers with the National Sea Rescue Institute, under the 
coordination of the Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre.145 

SAAF 35 squadron is responsible for aerial maritime patrol and surveillance duties, but its current capability 
is limited and seldom operates its C-47TP Turbo Dakotas.146 The Defence Department budget allocation for 
2019–20, presented in the 2019 Estimates of National Expenditure, did include an increased allocation for the 
SAAF Transport and Maritime Capability, which could be spent on reviving South Africa’s maritime patrol.147 

An earlier replacement plan, Project Saucepan, had aimed to replace the C-47s, but was terminated in 2014.148 
Saucepan was replaced by Project Metsi, for maritime patrol/surveillance aircraft, and Project Kiepie for light 
transport aircraft. Numerous models have been advertised or have elicited discussion, but a final decision 
hasn’t been made. So for now, South Africa lacks sufficient aerial maritime patrol and surveillance coverage. 

The defence minister recently stated that there remained insufficient funds to initiate the acquisition process 
and to procure replacement maritime patrol and surveillance aircraft.149

Operation Copper

Operation Copper commenced in January 2011 after South Africa accepted a request from Mozambique 
to help protect its maritime domain from a southward spread of Somali piracy. It was vital to demonstrate to 
would-be pirates that the Mozambique Channel was an area that was too risky to operate in. 

Former president Jacob Zuma authorised a three-month period of operations and the SAS Mendi swiftly took 
up station at Pemba. The South African Cabinet decided the most effective response required a strategy, which 
was written specifically to empower and give guidelines to staff involved in Operation Copper. 

South Africa was compelled to act in protection of its national interests (see previous chapter), and because 
there was little that other countries in the region could do to prevent a continued southward spread of piracy 
attacks given their little capacity. It was feared that ongoing instability in Madagascar might lead to areas of its 
coast or islands in the Mozambique Channel being left vulnerable or unguarded.150 

These attacks took place well outside of the designated High Risk Area that constituted the primary area of 
operations patrolled by the various naval forces that assembled off Somalia under the auspices of a series of 
UN Security Council resolutions, starting with 1816 (2008).151 
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Geopolitical concerns also provided compelling reasons for South Africa to play a prominent role in 
securing the region. The 2011 South African foreign policy white paper advised that ‘South Africa must take 
note of the fact that the Indian Ocean Rim has become the world’s major energy and resource supply route 
to the fast-growing Asian economies, and that the major global powers have a heightened military presence 
in the region’.152 

South Africa prioritising Indian Ocean international relations is therefore partly due to concerns over growing 
militarism and how global strategic rivalries could be overshadowing or taking precedence over regional 
maritime security concerns. This given the imbalance of power between African states and the states and 
organisations most present in Africa’s maritime domain, e.g. the United States (US), China, India and the 
European Union (EU). 

Former Chief of Naval Staff Rear Admiral Rusty Higgs outlined an authoritative South African perspective on 
this line of thinking to the Sereti Commission in 2013, suggesting ‘it is much better for South Africa to play a 
meaningful role in our continent than to leave that open to people from outside the continent because we don’t 
have the capability’.153 ANC MP Pallo Jordan was later applauded in Parliament for stating that ‘Africa cannot 
afford to outsource the security of its coastline, ports and harbours to non-African powers’.154

A series of memorandums of understanding provides the framework governing Operation Copper. A bilateral 
memorandum of understanding was drawn up and signed by South Africa and Mozambique on 1 June 2011, 
followed by a trilateral memorandum of understanding between South Africa, Mozambique and Tanzania. This 
was signed by their respective ministers of defence in February 2012. 

The memorandum was welcomed by the president of Tanzania and the US ambassador to Mozambique. 
The memorandum of understanding and Copper provided concrete evidence of (South) African naval 
agency and determination to fight piracy, especially at a time when the threat of Somali piracy was 
perceived to be worsening. 

Jack Lang, the UN Special Adviser on Legal Issues related to Piracy off the Coast of Somalia, had 
pessimistically suggested in his address to the UN Security Council in January 2011 that ‘the pirates appear to 
be winning’.155 South Africa has subsequently carried the burden of Operation Copper – neither Mozambique 
nor Tanzania could contribute as much in capacity, and Tanzania has since pulled out of the agreement.156

Defence Minister Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula has attributed the absence of piracy to the navy, whose ‘visible 
presence and active patrols [have] led to the absence of piracy incidents in the Mozambique Channel and the 
total absence of maritime piracy within South Africa’s maritime zones’.157 

Operation Copper moved in 2015 from standing or routine air and maritime surveillance patrols towards being 
an intelligence-driven operation. The navy’s frigates now share patrol duties with the recommissioned offshore 
patrol vessels (the former strike craft), although the SAAF no longer operates from Pemba. 

Significant vessel traffic is expected in the future in Operation Copper’s patrol areas from 2020 onwards. The 
multibillion-dollar investments in infrastructure will result in a huge increase in liquefied natural gas vessels 
transiting the area, generating huge revenues in a potentially vulnerable area.158 South Africa’s maritime security 
presence will therefore have to be sustained or expanded as activity on and off the coast of Capo Delgado 
increases and these vessels are to be protected from potential piracy or terrorist attacks. 

Operation Corona

Operation Corona is South Africa’s national border protection and control initiative. As part of Operation 
Corona, the navy’s vessels patrol the maritime boundaries to ensure a safe environment for initiatives under 
Operation Phakisa. 

In January 2019 SAS Makhanda, an offshore patrol vessel, was deployed for two weeks to protect marine 
fisheries in the Eastern Cape.159 When on patrol, the navy vessels usually operate alongside fisheries 
department inspectors and police officers, and act as a force multiplier. The navy is also involved in the 
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strategic and management meetings of Operation Phakisa, but their overall ability to engage is limited due to 
budgetary constraints.160 

In a Parliament briefing, Defence Secretary Dr Sam Makhudu Gulube noted that the budgetary allocations 
to the department were inadequate to execute its constitutional mandate.161 Four maritime patrols, as part of 
Operation Corona, took place in the 2017–18 period, and three in 2018–19. 

Naval Communication Centre

The Naval Communication Centre at Silvermine houses the navy’s primary MDA centre, MDAC-W. The Naval 
Communication Centre’s primary aim is receiving the navy’s high frequency and low frequency strategic tactical 
radio communications. It also provides strategic communication for the air force.162 It determines whether a 
vessel or activity poses a threat to South Africa’s territorial integrity.163 

The Silvermine communication centre complements a secondary Naval Communication Centre located in 
Durban housing MDAC-E. Owing to cable theft and fire in 2013 and 2015, the Durban centre has had to 
occasionally assume primary responsibility for fleet communication and MDA functions. 

In addition to the communication centre, Silvermine also houses the:

• SA Navy Hydrographic Office 

• Joint Tactical Headquarters Western Cape

• Maritime Air Radio Organisation

• Naval Coordination and Guidance for Shipping

The Institute for Maritime Technology

The Institute for Maritime Technology is a division of the Armaments Corporation of South Africa (ARMSCOR), 
the acquisition agency for the South African Department of Defence. The institute undertakes advanced 
research and development of technology that primarily supports South African naval decision making. 

Its technical domains includes: 

• Underwater security

• Naval systems sub-surface

• Underwater sensors and signatures

• Naval systems above water

• Naval electro-optics

• Maritime electro-magnetics

• Maritime domain awareness

• Environmental characterisation

• Decision support

• Flagship programmes164

In February 2019 the institute announced that it had installed a VHF Data Exchange System base station at its 
offices in Simon’s Town.165 This permits testing in a real-world environment and forms part of the institute’s MDA 
support to the navy.

Regarding MDA, the Institute for Maritime Technology supports primarily the navy and Defence Intelligence, but 
also other arms of service and government departments, with sensor investigation/integration, technology push 
and VistaNet software. While sea surface targets are the primary MDA concern, technologies for underwater 
target, aerial target and diver detection are being considered for a comprehensive MDA approach.
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VistaNet

The Institute for Maritime Technology has developed the VistaNet Remote Sensor and Track Data Manager/
VistaNet Ocean Shipping Traffic Monitoring System for the navy and Defence Intelligence over the past 
two decades.166 

This generates a common operating picture by integrating data collected from multiple sensors along the South 
African coastline (e.g. through modifications of or integrating Transnet National Ports Authority radar sites) and 
interfacing with air force radars to extract sea surface vessel tracks using its radar scan converter technology. 

This was installed at the Silvermine and Durban Naval Base Maritime Domain Awareness Centres.167 VistaNet 
performs data collection, data packing, data storage, display and analysis. Shipping data is collected from 
sensors along the South African coastline into a data centre and then distributed for display and analysis in 
various locations.168 Automatic alarm algorithms are continually updated, and all data is archived to support 
incident investigations.

Sources of information:

• Transnet National Ports Authority port radars

• SAAF radar

• SA Navy radars

• Air Traffic Control (ATC) IFF (Identification Friend or Foe) tracks

• Weather radars

• SA Navy/Institute for Maritime Technology Terrestrial AIS stations

• Defence Intelligence Terrestrial AIS stations

• SAMSA Satellite AIS

• SAMSA long-range identification and tracking

• Open-source AIS

• Open-source Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast

• South African National Space Agency Satellite synthetic aperture radar 

• CSIR Meraka synthetic aperture radar processing

• Fisheries department Vessel Monitoring System registered fishing fleet tracking

• Defence Intelligence data

• SAMSA/Transnet National Ports Authority arrival notices

Potential stakeholders include:

• SANDF

• SAMSA

• Transnet National Ports Authority 

• Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisherie

• Department of Home Affairs 

• SAPS

• South African Revenue Service

• South African National Park
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• Port of Entry Control Centres

• Border Management Authority

• Operation Phakisa

• Universities

• SADC countries

• Maritime Industry
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Chapter 5: South Africa’s 
international agreements
The number of MDA actors and frameworks worldwide is increasing, as is collaboration between them. South 
Africa is party to numerous regional and global conventions, as well as relevant codes, charters, strategies and 
other frameworks that encourage the establishment and institutionalisation of information-sharing networks for 
greater MDA. 

The Defence Review indicates that South Africa has a major role to play in ensuring regional maritime security, 
surveillance and information sharing, given that ‘many littoral states … lack the capacity to monitor their 
maritime areas’.169 

Hence the Defence Review reiterates that ‘South Africa’s national maritime interests include effective 
cooperation arrangements with neighbouring states and territories within and beyond the region and continent 
for the management of maritime domain and interests, oceans management and good order’. These 
arrangements are explored at the regional, continental and global levels. 

The Southern African Development Community

SADC comprises 16 member states, together covering an estimated land surface of almost 9.9 million square 
kilometres. Four of the 16 countries are Atlantic Ocean littorals – the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Angola, Namibia and South Africa. 

Seven countries are located on or in the Indian Ocean – South Africa, Mozambique, Tanzania, Madagascar, 
the Comoros, Mauritius and the Seychelles. This means four of the six African island states are also SADC 
member states. 

SADC thus occupies a unique location and geostrategic situation among African Regional Economic 
Communities (RECs). It has two seaboards and a presence in three oceans – the Atlantic, Indian and Southern 
Oceans (given the South African territories of the Prince Edward and Marion islands). 

SADC Maritime Security Strategy 2011

The SADC Summit of Heads of State and Government in Windhoek, Namibia, in July 2010 noted the threat of 
piracy to the region. It mandated a team of experts from the Troika countries to assess the threat and come up 
with the most appropriate response. 

The SADC SMC (Standing Maritime Committee) then established a taskforce to evaluate available resources 
and response capacity and draft a SADC Maritime Security Strategy. An Extraordinary SADC defence meeting 
took place in Pretoria in July 2011 to further develop the strategy, which was adopted at the Summit of Heads 
of State and Government in Luanda, Angola, in August 2011.

From 2013 to 2017, the UN Security Council commended ‘the naval activities of the Southern Africa 
Development Community’ in its resolutions re-authorising naval patrols off the coast of Somalia.170 This 
commendation hasn’t appeared in subsequent UN Security Council resolutions, despite the continuation of 
Operation Copper, since 2017. 

The 18th Standing Maritime Committee in 2012 recommended two SADC MDA Centres be established – 
in Tanzania and at Silvermine in South Africa. This required drawing up a memorandum of understanding 
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between member states to facilitate information sharing, and for this purpose each member state to appoint 
permanent liaison officers. 

The 24th SMC in 2018 noted that personnel to man the MDA Centres in Durban and Cape Town were yet 
to be deployed. The 25th SMC in 2019 noted that Mozambique, South Africa and Tanzania had signed a 
trilateral memorandum of understanding that paved the way for maritime cooperation and the establishment 
of the centres, although there had been little discernible progress and it was earlier hoped cooperation could 
be expanded. 

An important recommendation of the National Development Plan 2030 – that ‘South Africa should extend the 
current agreement that allows the South African Navy to undertake operations in Mozambican and Tanzanian 
waters, to include Kenya’ – has yet to be implemented. 

The 25th SMC in 2019 further noted that a memorandum of understanding was being finalised between 
South Africa, Namibia and Angola. Whereas the Indian Ocean is well covered, the Atlantic MDA 
architecture is relatively underdeveloped. Angola and Namibia have established MDA Centres, but these 
are not yet interlinked. 

Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe have also established operational frameworks to facilitate 
necessary links with other MDA Centres according to the SMC minutes, but these are also not interlinked. 
The operational frameworks to facilitate this process have, however, been established. Finally, doctrinal 
arrangements for operation of these MDA Centres has not yet been concluded. 

The consequences of maritime security threats to the SADC maritime domain are far-reaching and affect every 
country in the region – both coastal and landlocked. The failure to deal with seaborne drug trafficking may 
have serious political consequences, including the degradation of state institutions and increased corruption 
and public health and human security effects. This could also impede national and collective efforts to address 
damaging social problems such as poverty and hunger. 

Revisions to the SADC Maritime Security Strategy

The Department of Defence’s Annual Performance Plan for 2018 noted that the successful implementation of 
the SADC Maritime Security Strategy required continued capacity building in (regional) MDA to ensure a safe 
and secure SADC maritime environment. 

Key maritime SADC member states/Small Island Developing States have focused their MDA priorities on 
partnerships with the EU and Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, and appear either reluctant or 
unable to engage with the enhancement of SADC MDA as envisaged. 

The Seychelles hasn’t participated in the SMC since rejoining SADC in 2008, despite being one of the key 
initiators of the SMC in 1995. It was only able to send apologies on two occasions in 2010 (16th) and 2011 (17th). 

Mauritius likewise has seldom sent an apology, requesting information on the SMC in 2009 (15th) and 
apologising in 2010 (16th), but is registered as absent without apology from 2011 onwards. Re-engaging with 
the SADC Small Island Developing States is crucial if MDA is to be strengthened.

In 2018 it was also decided that a SADC SMC Strategic Workgroup re-examine the SADC Maritime Security 
Strategy Action Plan, and the outcomes were presented at the 25th SMC meeting in 2019 in South Africa. The 
SADC SMC 2016 minutes also acknowledged that the security strategy action plan was ‘drafted in a rush as a 
quick response to possible imminent maritime threats during that period’.171 

The SADC strategy has proved effective in the short term in deterring any further southward spread of Somali 
piracy into the Mozambique Channel. However the SMC has advised that ‘there is a need for it to be reviewed 
and re-evaluated in order to meet the current and possible future maritime threats’.172 

The 39th Ordinary Summit of the Heads of State and Government of SADC ‘noted the gravity of maritime 
security threats, such as piracy, maritime terrorism, drug trafficking, and illegal carrying and trafficking of 
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weapons and ammunition, and agreed to jointly address them as part of SADC Maritime Security Strategy’.173 A 
revised strategy was discussed at a technical workshop in Pretoria in July 2019 and it is currently incorporating 
member state comments.

Additional SADC MDA efforts

SADC Regional Monitoring Control and Surveillance Coordination Centre 

South Africa has undertaken regional level constabulary operations in the past – such as in 2008 when 
the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries’ Directorate: Fisheries Protection Vessels undertook 
successful joint operations with SADC member states.174

In 2010, SADC ministers responsible for fisheries approved the establishment of a Regional Fisheries Monitoring 
Control and Surveillance Coordination Centre in Mozambique. The establishment of the centre is expected 
to help combat illegal fishing through enhancing and coordinating compliance and enforcement efforts in the 
SADC region.175 

The SADC ministers responsible for agriculture and food security, and fisheries and aquaculture, adopted the 
revised project plan and the Monitoring Control and Surveillance Coordination Centre Charter in May 2017. This 
was approved by the SADC Council of Ministers in August 2017. 

The SADC Joint Meeting of Environment and Natural Resources, Fisheries and Aquaculture, and Tourism 
ministers, tasked the SADC secretariat to explore the potential incorporation of FISH-i Africa into the Monitoring 
Control and Surveillance Coordination Centre.176 

FISH-i Africa is a partnership of eight East African countries – Comoros, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, 
Mozambique, Seychelles, Somalia and Tanzania – who share information in the fight against illegal fishing in the 
western Indian ocean.177 This initiative would not fall under SADC, as neither Kenya nor Somalia are member 
states, but significantly enhances maritime domain awareness in the SADC region. South Africa is not a 
member of FISH-i, but it hasn’t ruled out the possibility of joining. 

There is potential for synergy between SADC MDA centres, the SADC Monitoring Control and Surveillance 
Coordination Centre, and the Regional Maritime Information Fusion Centre in Madagascar and the Regional 
Coordination Operations Centre in Seychelles. These were established under the EU-funded MASE project. 

Support for enhanced coastal and maritime surveillance is also received on a bilateral basis from countries 
such as India.178 The proliferation of MDA centres will require greater attention to be paid to interoperability and 
coordination and, where possible, integration.

SADC blue economy strategy

Several African states, including SADC member states such as South Africa, Seychelles and Mauritius, have 
also developed national ocean or blue economy strategies and institutional mechanisms. Seychelles President 
Danny Faure is the African Union’s Blue Economy Champion. 

Both SADC’s revised Regional Indicative Strategic Development Plan (2015–20) and the Industrialization 
Strategy and Roadmap (2015–63) identify the blue and green economies as potential areas for sustainable 
growth in the region. The SADC Industrialization Strategy and Roadmap (2015–63), in particular, requires that: 

 i)  The Blue Economy Initiative be mainstreamed in developing infrastructure required to accelerate 
industrialisation, particularly investment in the development and upgrading of regional ports and maritime 
corridors. This is crucial in facilitating viable shipping networks as instrumental enablers for participation in 
regional and global value chains. 

 ii)  Ocean resources should also be exploited in a sustainable manner in order to minimise negative effects on  
  the environment.

 iii)  The sustainable development and growth of ocean wealth should be supported by coherent planning,   
  policies and regulatory frameworks.179 
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The African Union 

Various departments are concerned with maritime affairs, most notably the Office of the Legal Counsel, the 
Peace and Security Department and the Department of Rural Economy and Agriculture.

The AU Commission places great importance on the blue economy as an engine for economic development 
and industrialisation in Africa, describing it as the ‘new frontline of Africa’s renaissance’. The AU’s Agenda 2063 
envisages Africa’s blue economy as a major contributor to continental transformation and growth. Maritime 
insecurity will jeopardise any achievements towards these objectives. 

The AU doesn’t provide the leading forum for African states to determine how best to fight maritime crime and 
doesn’t yet constitute an important source of regulations and norms applicable to its member states. 

On 5 February 2019, the UN Security Council debated the threat posed by transnational organised crime at sea 
at a meeting organised and chaired by Equatorial Guinea’s foreign affairs minister. 

This built on prior discussions, such as an Arria Formula meeting co-organised by Côte d’Ivoire, Equatorial 
Guinea, Ethiopia, the Netherlands and the United States on 13 June 2018. It was to discuss the threat maritime 
crime posed to international peace and security. The UN Security Council also highlighted the threat drug 
trafficking posed to stability in West Africa at a meeting initiated by Côte d’Ivoire on 18 December 2018. 

In contrast maritime crime and security have only recently begun to be regularly discussed and debated at the 
AU’s Peace and Security Council. 

2050 Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy 

At the centre of AU efforts is 2050 Africa’s Integrated Maritime Strategy (2050 AIMS), a comprehensive plan 
that aims to ‘foster more wealth creation from Africa’s oceans, seas and inland water ways by developing 
a thriving maritime economy and realising the full potential of sea-based activities in an environmentally 
sustainable manner’. 

The AU Assembly adopted the strategy in 2014 after a lengthy and wide-ranging process of consultation 
among African and international stakeholders.180 2050 AIMS also makes it clear that Africa’s approach to 
the blue economy includes not only its oceans and seas, but also the continent’s inland water bodies. This 
underscores the relevance of the blue economy for all African states, including landlocked states. 

2050 AIMS suggested the establishment of a Maritime Information and Coordination Cell (MIC2) and envisages 
a ‘shared situational awareness capability’ as an eventual outcome of its implementation.181 The MIC2 initiative 
was earlier proposed at the Fifth Ordinary Meeting of the AU’s Specialised Technical Committee on Defence 
Security and Safety. 

The creation of the MIC2 would help overcome one of the challenges identified in the African Peace and 
Security Architecture (APSA) Roadmap 2016–2020, which recognised the absence of maritime security 
from the functioning and outputs of the Continental Early Warning System (CEWS), one of the five pillars of 
the APSA. 

The roadmap specified that an output of the 2016-20 implementation must be the amendment and revision 
of both the CEWS Indicators’ Module (data collection and monitoring) and the CEWS Handbook (2008), 
undertaken with a view to mainstreaming maritime security into CEWS.182

This would establish a framework for member states to better coordinate the local and international responses 
to Africa’s short-, medium- and long-term maritime security needs, based on the realisation that sustainable 
maritime security will be impossible without shared information.

2050 AIMS also discusses the importance of bringing into operation Regional Maritime Operational 
Centres since the major impetus for information sharing will be located in the various RECs and their 
implementation plans. 

2050 AIMS also envisages the promoting inter-agency and transnational cooperation and coordination on 
maritime safety and security by:
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• Including a naval component capacity within the framework of the African Standby Force.

• Establishing a representative continental working group of Chiefs of African Navies or coast guards 
(CHANS) to scrutinise issues of situational awareness and collaborate towards the enhancement of Africa’s 
MDA, and to uphold cooperative efforts between navies/coast guards of the AU member states and 
international partners.183

The 2050 AIMS Plan of Action included a proposed study of MDA capabilities, but this has not yet 
been undertaken. 

The RAMTC and Durban Resolution

South Africa is a signatory to the Revised African Maritime Transport Charter.184 This instrument is a revision 
of an earlier Organisation of Africa Unity maritime transport charter adopted in 1994. It was updated and 
adopted to include provisions for the security and protection of the marine environment in June 2010 at the 
Kampala Summit. 

South Africa previously convened and hosted the Second African Union Conference of Ministers Responsible 
for Maritime Transport from 12–16 October 2009 in Durban. This Conference resulted in the Durban Resolution, 
whereby participants resolved to ‘encourage strong surveillance and patrolling capability, the sharing of 
information pertinent to maritime security and implement the Long Range Identification and Tracking System at 
Sub-regional and Regional levels’.185 

Chapter VIII of the Revised African Maritime Transport Charter, concerning enhancing maritime safety and 
security, includes numerous articles concerning the sharing of information and mutual aid with a direct bearing 
on MDA:

• Member states undertake to put in place an efficient maritime communication network in order to make 
optimum use of mechanisms for control, follow-up and intervention at sea and ensure better organisation of 
maritime traffic

• Member states should strive to create a strategic framework for the exchange of information and mutual 
assistance in order to enhance measures that can improve safety, security and prevention systems and make 
it possible to combat unlawful acts perpetrated at sea186 

The charter’s action plan for implementation had not been revised and had yet to reach the 15 deposits of 
ratifications required to come into force at the time of writing. 

African Charter on Maritime Security and Safety and Development in Africa (Lomé Charter) 

More recently, the African Charter on Maritime Security and Safety and Development in Africa (the Lomé 
Charter) has been adopted to address key components of the maritime security and blue economy agenda. 

On 15 October 2016, African heads of state and government adopted the Lomé Charter at an AU Extraordinary 
Summit on Maritime Security and Safety and Development in Africa in Lomé, Togo. The summit’s symbolic 
significance was underlined by the fact that it was attended by representatives from 52 African countries – 
including 17 heads of state, six heads of government and a vice president. Thirty-one countries signed the 
charter at the summit.187

The Lomé Charter commits each state party to take enhanced measures to improve the security of its maritime 
domain through promoting coordination, such as information sharing, providing enhanced training and capacity 
building, harmonising national legislation and creating national maritime coordination agencies.

Articles 22–25 directly impact on maritime security and information sharing. But they don’t go beyond restating 
the need to improve maritime security and maritime domain awareness for them to be crucial enablers for 
maritime development and meeting Sustainable Development Goals. 

The Lomé Charter also doesn’t provide enough support for earlier MDA proposals such as those of the 2050 
AIMS. For instance, the MIC2 initiative was mentioned in earlier drafts of the Lomé Charter, but was removed by 
the time of the summit. 
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South Africa is not a signatory to the AU’s Lomé Charter, finding the final version to be too focused on 

security and having had earlier inputs ignored.188 South Africa did, however, refer to the Lomé Charter during 

its contribution to the UN Security Council debate on transnational organised crime at sea as a threat to 

international peace and security at the UN Security Council on 5 February 2019.189 

Global Monitoring for Environment and Security and Africa

South Africa is part of the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security and Africa initiative, which is 

monitored and managed by the African Union through the Human Resources, Science and Technology 

Committee. The project is funded by the EU, and includes data from the Copernicus programme – the 

European Space Agency programme providing earth observation services based on the data gathered from 

satellites and on-site measurements.

The Global Monitoring for Environment and Security initiative aims to support African states in terms of 

implementing sustainable environmental policies, developing local capacity, increasing access to earth 

observation services and providing African decision makers with relevant information and tools. 

There are three thematic areas – the long-term management of natural resources, marine and coastal areas, 

and water resources management.190 Relevant to MDA is the second thematic area, which prioritises, among 

other things, coastal area monitoring, ship traffic and pollution monitoring.

South Africa shares some of its data related to vessel tracking with Southern African partners, and receives 

similar data from them.191 This includes data on vessel movement and detection, and the satellite-based 

synthetic aperture radar data. 

United Nations

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime has established the Indian Ocean Forum on Maritime Crime, 

which focuses on promoting strategic and operational cooperation in the fight against maritime crime. The 

growing threat of drug trafficking in the region is also prompting greater collaboration between afflicted 

regional states.192 

The governments of Mozambique, Tanzania and South Africa, in cooperation with the UN Office on Drugs 

and Crime, have entered into a trilateral agreement that aims to intensify maritime surveillance capability, the 

detection of illicit trafficking and enhancing security at ports and other points of entry in the Indian Ocean.193 

Heroin trafficking into Tanzania, Mozambique and South Africa is increasing and there is now a ‘Southern 

Route’ of drug trafficking.194 The emergence of these states as sites of drug trafficking is to some extent the 

outcome of successful law enforcement that displaces routes and networks away from traditional sites.195

A Trilateral Planning Cell will be established in Maputo to support the implementation of the strategy in six 

areas. It will serve as a centre or hub for delivering actionable intelligence and information to combat heroin 

trafficking. Additional partners will include the EU, US Drug Enforcement Administration, Regional Maritime 

Information Fusion Centre, Interpol, the UK National Crime Agency and other selected experts. 

The International Maritime Organization and the Djibouti Code of Conduct

Multilateral information-sharing mechanisms for greater maritime security were established largely in response 

to the threat piracy and armed robbery at sea posed to maritime shipping in the 1990s and 2000s.196 

South Africa is a signatory, along with 19 littoral countries of southern and eastern Africa and the Arabian 

Peninsula, to the Djibouti Code of Conduct (DCoC).197 The DCoC was drafted and adopted in January 2009, 

calling on signatory states to cooperate to repress piracy and armed robbery against ships in the Western 

Indian Ocean and the Gulf of Aden. 
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Signatories then adopted a revised Code of Conduct, known as the Jeddah Amendment to the Djibouti Code 
of Conduct 2017, or DCoC(J), in January 2017. South Africa signed the DCoC in 2012, but has not signed the 
amendment. It is a prominent contributor to the implementation of the DCoC. 

The Department of Transport and SAMSA convened a DCoC Regional Workshop on Capacity Building for 
Enhanced Maritime Domain Awareness in Durban in November 2018.198 The South African National Focal Point 
participates in other DCoC events, such as the High-Level Workshops in Djibouti in February 2019 and Jeddah 
in April 2019. 

The DCoC(J) provides a non-binding framework for signatory states to cooperate as much as possible to 
repress transnational organised crimes including piracy and armed robbery at sea, maritime terrorism, illegal, 
unreported, and unregulated fishing, arms and narcotics trafficking, the illegal wildlife trade, illegal oil bunkering 
and theft, human trafficking and smuggling and the illegal dumping of toxic waste. 

This can be a challenge for some signatory states, as implementation requires them to re-examine their national 
networks to go beyond the traditional maritime transport administration focus towards one that can adequately 
address the issues posed by increasing transnational maritime crime. 

The work outlined in the Djibouti Code of Conduct is based on four broad pillars:

• Regional training

• National legislation update

• Information sharing

• Capacity building

The intention is to complement or buttress, rather than compete with, other regional initiatives providing 
maritime surveillance to signatory states, and generate a common and accurate maritime awareness picture or 
common operational picture – e.g. the EU MASE project. 

This helps signatory states determine the best way to achieve their MDA objectives and enhance maritime 
security consistent with the national interests and aligned with international best practices and frameworks. 

A voluntary and common information sharing network was established under the DCoC framework (article 8 of 
DCoC and article 11 of the Jeddah Amendments). This network became operational in 2011. It was first used to 
exchange information on piracy incidents across the region, and other relevant information to help shipping and 
signatory states to take action to mitigate piracy threats. 

It comprised three centres that coordinated the sharing and reporting of relevant information through a 
system of National Focal Points and information centres. These are the Regional Maritime Information Sharing 
Centre in Sana’a, Yemen; the Mombasa Information Sharing Centre; and Dar es Salaam Information Sharing 
Centre. Given the current situation in Yemen, the centre hasn’t been able to provide updated piracy incident 
information, and has temporarily stopped its activities. 

South Africa is part of the southern area network. In 2018 South Africa reaffirmed to the International Maritime 
Organization that it uses the SAMSA Centre for Sea Watch and Response/Maritime Rescue Coordination 
Centre as its main centre. 

The DCoC and DCoC(J) envisage implementation at the national level and identify a number of priorities, many 
of which South Africa has previously established. These include:

• Developing and implementing a national maritime strategy to address ‘sea blindness’ and promote 
sustainable maritime development

• Developing and implementing a national maritime security strategy to underpin the maritime strategy

• The establishment of a multi-agency, multi-disciplinary national maritime security and facilitation committee

• Ensuring that the National Focal Point network is developed to represent an integrated governmental  
approach (beyond the traditional transport focus)
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• Establishing National Maritime Information Centres with a view to enhancing coordination and information 
sharing at national level

• Implementing a national programme to integrate existing and planned maritime tracking and information 
systems in order to develop a comprehensive integrated maritime awareness picture linked to National 
Maritime Information Centres

Indian Ocean Rim Association

The formation the Indian Ocean Rim Association for Regional Cooperation (IOR-ARC) in 1997 is often attributed 
to remarks made by former president Nelson Mandela in 1995 that ‘the natural urge of the facts of history 
and geography should broaden itself to include the concept of an Indian Ocean Rim for socio-economic 
cooperation and other peaceful endeavours. Recent changes in the international system demand that the 
countries of the Indian Ocean shall become a single platform’.199 

Despite this auspicious start and backing, IOR-ARC declined in importance in the years following a lessening 
of interest from key states such as South Africa, Indonesia, India and Australia. Other organisations took the 
lead in developing regional MDA, especially the Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS), in which a dedicated 
working group covered the establishment of information sharing through developing standard operating 
procedures and a Maritime Information Exchange Directory.200

IOR-ARC was revitalised in 2011 under the chairing of India and adopted six priority areas for members 
to work on enhancing together: Maritime Safety and Security; Trade and Investment Facilitation; Fisheries 
Management; Disaster and Risk Management; Academic, Science and Technology Cooperation; and Tourism 
and Cultural Exchanges. 

Important milestones were the identification and adoption of blue economies in 2013 and women’s economic 
empowerment in 2014 as cross-cutting areas for the Indian Ocean Rim Association. It adopted the name Indian 
Ocean Rim Association in 2013. Its priority areas, as well as the cross-cutting themes, are also the key areas 
for South Africa’s own policies, and the opportunities afforded by closer alignment are great. 

South Africa assumed the association chair for the period 2017–19 at the 17th Council of Ministers meeting in 
Durban in October 2017. Chairing is expected to have significant benefits for domestic policy. 

South Africa’s International Cooperation, Trade and Security (ICTS) cluster further promised that ‘as part of 
our priorities as chair, South Africa will promote aligning Operation Phakisa: Oceans Economy with the Indian 
Ocean Rim Association’s core objectives of the blue economy’.

The Indian Ocean Rim Association wasn’t established as a platform for facilitating greater maritime security 
coordination or joint decision making by its founders and members. But the discourse around its future 
consolidation and institutionalisation increasingly mentions its role and impact on maritime security in the 
Indian Ocean. 

The second association Meeting of Experts for Maritime Safety and Security from 7–8 November 2017 in New 
Delhi, India, discussed an inclusive approach to MDA and as of 2020 this working group is one of the most 
consolidated in the association. 

At a meeting in Durban for the DCoC, SAMSA called for greater alignment between the Indian Ocean Rim 
Association and the DCoC, noting that the perception of duplication had prompted questions from (South 
African) authorities. 

Virtual Regional Maritime Traffic Centre and Trans-regional Maritime Network 

The Virtual Regional Maritime Traffic Centre and Trans-regional Maritime Network, located in Italy, facilitates 
information sharing, primarily of AIS data, between members on the movement of commercial vessel traffic or 
‘white shipping’. South Africa is a one of the centre’s few external members, and the information this provides 
further complements South Africa’s ability to track vessels operating in, or approaching, its waters. 
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Interpol

Interpol maintains a Global Maritime Security Database that contains information on maritime piracy incidents, 
fisheries crimes and other crimes occurring in the maritime domain. 

This database serves to:

• Collect and store piracy and other maritime crime information

• Analyse information related to maritime crime

• Produce intelligence products

• Develop relationships

Cooperation with Interpol is crucial for the implementation of South Africa’s National Integrated Strategy to 
Combat Wildlife Trafficking and the confiscation and prevention of abalone smuggling.201 Interpol coordinated 
Operation Spindrift in 2014, which targeted the illegal transnational trade in abalone through information and 
intelligence exchange among seven countries: Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, the UK 
and the US.202 

It was reported that 14 foreign fishing vessels illegally entered South Africa’s EEZ from 2012–17 and Interpol 
Notices were issued for vessels that escaped lawful custody in Cape Town.203 Interpol has noted that ‘the illegal 
fishing industry may also be involved in the exchange of marine living resources for illicit amphetamine-type 
stimulants and their precursors in some parts of the world’.204 

Interpol also coordinated the 30 Days at Sea operation in October 2018, which included collaboration by 
relevant agencies and law enforcement forces from 58 countries to detect and prosecute environmental crimes 
at sea. 

In South Africa, Operation Phakisa: Oceans Economy’s Compliance and Enforcement Initiative 5 managed the 
operation, coordinating efforts from the departments of fisheries and environmental affairs, maritime and border 
agencies, SAPS, customs, intelligence structures and ports authorities.205 

The multi-agency task force conducted ship inspections and investigations, relying, beyond traditional 
intelligence, on innovative MDA technologies like drones, visible surveillance technologies and OCIMS 
Integrated Vessel Tracking. The operation had numerous positive outcomes, including the first ever Department 
of Environmental Affairs conviction for maritime pollution.206 

The Interpol National Central Bureau in Pretoria was able to draw on database records and the close 
cooperation developed by the relationships within Interpol to arrest a suspected West African pirate leader in 
2018.207 This is one of the few such cases that has occurred despite the persistently high levels of piracy in 
West African waters. 

International initiatives

Some noteworthy international initiatives are also likely to impact on South Africa’s maritime environment, 
despite South Africa not being a participant or stakeholder. These include:

• Information Fusion Centre – Indian Ocean Region208 

• Seavision initiative by the US209 

• IORIS platform of the EU’s CRIMARIO project210 

These are not covered as part of this assessment, but future research should analyse how South Africa 
could possibly engage with these initiatives through formal agreements regarding information-sharing 
and participation.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

South Africa is developing a sophisticated and sovereign MDA architecture and capability comprising the 
necessary infrastructure, technology and information sharing systems to monitor not just its maritime domain, 
but that of ocean areas beyond its borders and into neighbouring SADC states.

The burgeoning development of South African MDA is taking place against a backdrop of economic growth 
and resilience concerns in South Africa and the SADC region. New economic opportunities are sought 
and the establishment of blue economies is expected to generate significant and sustainable benefits for 
member states. 

They’re also expected to contribute to the achievement of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development Goals – especially 14 and 16 – and the African Union’s Agenda 2063 objectives. 

Since 2014, South Africa’s government has significantly improved its MDA, investing in developing or acquiring 
new data sources, including South African-owned nanosatellites, encouraging the integration of this data on 
various platforms, and coordinating the decision making and operations of various users and stakeholders. 

This is to avoid duplication and unnecessary expenditure, and progress towards an integrated approach. 
South Africa’s OCIMS project is leading to an operational picture of the thousands of vessels that at any time 
approach or transit the country’s waters. 

This provides decision-making support tools for the effective governance of maritime resources, prevention of 
crime and improvement of maritime security. This capability is augmented by South Africa’s participation in, and 
access to, wide-ranging information-sharing networks and agreements such as the Djibouti Code of Conduct. 

South Africa has sought to use the combined strengths of individual departments and involved law 
enforcement at sea to establish a coordinated enforcement mechanism and platform for information sharing. 
The information-sharing platform comprises decision support tools with a particular focus on vessel tracking. 

South Africa has a strategic need for MDA given its geographic location astride a major shipping route, 
its economic dependency on shipping and vast maritime domain containing resources over which it has 
jurisdiction and which it must monitor, manage and protect. It is also a strategic requirement as an enabler of 
more effective and prudent use of its limited assets. 

MDA provides the means to make efficient and effective use of limited resources in protecting South 
Africa’s maritime environment and preventing seaborne and maritime crimes. These significant MDA 
improvements covering the EEZ and approaches are increasingly seen as important aspects of South 
Africa’s national security. 

But truly effective maritime security will probably require increased involvement and participation in regional 
MDA networks. 

This is becoming increasingly fundamental for national and regional maritime security. Recognised maritime 
threats are transnational and often extra-regional in nature, with multiple and sometimes interlinked crimes 
such as piracy, poaching, drug trafficking and illegal fishing occurring along the coastlines and in the oceans of 
South Africa and its neighbours. 
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Annex 1: Methodology

This report contributes to one of the projects that forms part of a prosperity initiative programme of the UK 
government. In 2018 former UK prime minister Theresa May visited South Africa for discussions with President 
Cyril Ramaphosa on increasing trade, investment and prosperity between the two countries. 

The British High Commission in South Africa commissioned the Institute for Security Studies (ISS) to work with 
the South African government and other stakeholders. The aim was to bring together in one report information 
on South Africa’s MDA capability to help identify areas for future partnerships or capacity building.

The report describes and analyses South Africa’s MDA capability efforts since 2001. It notes its numerous 
international agreements and particularly national developments since 2014 with the creation of the Oceans and 
Coastal Information Management System Decision Support Tools platform and supporting technology. 

This includes a list of the systems being developed and integrated by the South African government in the 
creation of MDA to enhance maritime security and support its ocean economy development plans.

While aiming to provide a comprehensive analysis of MDA in South Africa, it was recognized that an exhaustive 
survey of all MDA information sources and technologies in South Africa could not be provided. Furthermore, 
a number of important MDA-relevant initiatives and institutions were established or operated by South Africa 
during apartheid, but these fall outside of the time frame of this study and are not explored in depth. 

This research has been developed to help the South African government and partners such as the UK 
government support capacity building and reinforcement in order to achieve the objectives of the National 
Development Plan 2030 and Operation Phakisa: Oceans Economy. This specifically pertains to Initiatives 5 and 
6 of the Marine Protection and Governance area.

The study has three objectives:

• Explore the context for the development of MDA capabilities in South Africa

• Explore key actors and institutions that form part of South African MDA capacity 

• Explore the scope and limits of South African MDA capabilities

Open-source desktop research provided data and insights for the initial draft report, and these findings were 
strengthened and enhanced by qualitative interviews and round tables in 2019 with key stakeholders. These 
included members of the military and security sectors, government agencies, academia and experts in the field.

The report further scrutinises the annual performance plans, reports/reviews and associated documents of 
relevant departments for achievements or progress in MDA-related workstreams. 

It must be noted that in South Africa, the fiscal or financial year covered by these documents is the 12-month 
period starting on 1 April and ending the following year on 31 March. For example, financial year 2017 is the 
12-month period ending on 31 March 2017 and can be referred to as FY2016/17. These included the reports of:

• South African Search and Rescue

• Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

• ARMSCOR 
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• Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

• South African Maritime Safety Authority

• Department of Defence

• Department of Transport

• Department of Environmental Affair

• South African National Space Agency 

The ISS also identified a several stakeholders responsible for MDA, monitoring and surveillance and 
strategy from:

• Department of International Relations and Cooperation 

• Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries – Chief Directorate Monitoring Control & Surveillance

• South African Maritime Safety Authority

• Department of Transport

• Institute for Maritime Technology

• South African Navy

• Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

• Cape Peninsula University of Technology

• Department of Science and Innovation

• State Security Agency

• South African Police Service

• South African Revenue Service

Four round tables were convened with stakeholders in 2019, held in Pretoria at the offices of the CSIR and 
the ISS:

• February – Introduction and overview of the project

• April – Meeting with Phakisa #5 and OCIMS

• August – Review of draft paper

• November – Close-out meeting
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